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Abstract 

Many factors affect the experience of subjective duration. One such factor, immediate 

repetition, typically results in a subjective contraction of duration for the repeated 

stimulus, but Matthews (2015) demonstrated that the effect of repetition is modulated by 

expectations of repetition. Matthews hypothesized a perceptual basis for this effect and 

proposed a mechanism of action whereby subjective duration is related to the strength of 

the representation—that is, a stronger representation corresponds to a longer subjective 

duration—which was later termed the Processing Principle (Matthews & Meck, 2016). 

Article 1 replicated Matthews’ findings and extended them using signal detection 

methodology to examine the proposed perceptual basis for the effect of expectation. 

Expectation affected discrimination sensitivity but not response bias, supporting the 

perceptual hypothesis. The direction of the sensitivity effect, however, suggested that 

representation for expected repeated stimuli may have been poorer, contrary to the 

Processing Principle. Implications for our understanding of expectation’s effects and 

their role in related tasks are discussed. Article 2 directly examined the relationship 

between representation and perceived duration by manipulating the visual clarity of task 

stimuli in order to weaken the perceptual representation of the stimulus. Although weaker 

representations should result in shorter subjective durations according to the Processing 

Principle, stimulus degradation did not affect the relationship between repetition and 

expectation. Furthermore, perceived duration was uniformly longer, rather than shorter, 

for trials that contained a degraded stimulus, regardless of trial type, expectation of trial 

type, or which stimulus of the trial pairs was degraded. The results suggested, however, 

that participants formed a second, global expectation for degradation, and longer 
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subjective durations for trials with expected degradation could reflect representational 

sharpening processes at this level. Altogether, findings for Article 2 are not wholly 

consistent with the Processing Principle, but neither can the relationship between 

representation and subjective duration be ruled out at this time. 
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GLOSSARY 

bisection task. A variant of the single-stimulus method of comparison task in which a 

single stimulus value is judged to be closer in magnitude to one of two previously-

learned reference values, known as the short and long anchors. 

 

comparison stimulus. A stimulus whose magnitude on the studied dimension varies 

from trial to trial. 

 

forced choice. A variant of the method of comparison task in which two stimuli (a 

fixed-magnitude standard stimulus and a variable-magnitude comparison stimulu) are 

presented, and a discrimination judgment is made between the two. Forced-choice tasks 

may employ either a reminder method or roving method. 

 

long anchor. In a bisection task, the maximal reference magnitude, held in memory 

throughout the task, to which trial stimuli are compared. 

 

method of comparison. A psychophysical task in which the relative magnitude of a 

stimulus is judged against that of another stimulus. Two common variants of the method 

of comparison include forced choice and single stimulus. 

 

prospective judgment. A temporal judgment made under full knowledge that a 

judgment of time would be required. 

 



 

ix 
 

psychological time. An individual, internal representation of time that is subjective, 

relative, and highly malleable. 

 

psychophysics. A branch of psychological inquiry focused on the relationship between 

external stimuli and internal sensations/perceptions. 

 

psychophysical function. A representation of the relationship between stimulus 

intensity/magnitude and judgments of the stimulus. 

 

reminder method. A variant of the forced-choice method of comparison task in which 

the standard stimulus is always the first stimulus presented in a trial. 

 

retrospective judgment. A temporal judgment made when the need to keep time was 

unknown prior to being asked to make a judgment. 

 

roving method. A variant of the forced-choice method of comparison task in which the 

presentation order of the standard and comparison stimuli varies from trial to trial. 

 

short anchor. In a bisection task, the minimal reference magnitude, held in memory 

throughout the task, to which trial stimuli are compared. 

 



 

x 
 

signal detection theory. A mathematical method for determining influences of signal-

related (perceptual) and decisional factors on perception. Provides quantified 

measurements of discrimination sensitivity and bias. 

 

single stimulus. A variant of the method of comparison task in which only the variable-

magnitude comparison image is presented during each trial, and it is compared to a 

previously-learned standard reference magnitude. 

 

standard stimulus. A stimulus whose magnitude on the studied dimension is fixed from 

trial to trial. 
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CHAPTER I: 

General Introduction 

In human experience, time is ubiquitous. We rely on our sense of time to keep a 

beat, meet deadlines, and drive a car. We organize our lives around discrete periods, such 

as workdays and weekends, and we celebrate duration-based milestones like birthdays 

and anniversaries. In fact, there is little that we do or experience that does not involve 

time. It facilitates coordinated movement (Coull, Vidal, & Burle, 2016; Treisman, 

Faulkner, & Naish, 1992) and goal-directed behaviour and interacts with a wide variety 

of cognitive processes, including memory (Eckel-Mahan & Storm, 2009; Gerstner & Yin, 

2010), attention (Block, Hancock, & Zakay, 2010; Coull, Vidal, Nazarian, & Macar, 

2004) and other executive skills (Brown, Collier, & Night, 2013), perception 

(Kristjánsson & Campana, 2010), language (Esposito & Bourbakis, 2006; Poeppel, 2003; 

Schirmer, 2004), and decision making (Wittmann & Paulus, 2008). Time is such an 

important concept that attempts to understand and make sense of it go back millennia to 

at least the early philosophers, and it was one of the first areas of inquiry by early 

psychologists (e.g., James, 1890/1983); however, despite time’s significance, there is 

much about it that we have yet to understand. 

Time is as complex as it is important, and its study often necessitates examination of 

very discrete phenomena, from which generalizations can be made and hypotheses tested.  

The primary purpose of the current work is to employ psychophysical methods to 

confirm a perceptual origin for expectation’s effect on the perception of duration for 

repeated visual stimuli and to investigate one proposed mechanism of action. In order to 

assist the reader with understanding the background and methodology for this type of 
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research and with placing this research within the extensive body of literature on time 

perception, this introduction will briefly review qualities of time and temporal judgment, 

outline prominent models of time perception, and describe relevant psychophysical 

methodologies before moving on to individual and contextual factors that influence time 

perception, such as repetition and expectation.  

The Nature of Time 

Time exists at several levels of abstraction. On a fundamental level, there is physical 

time. Physical time, quantified by regular, measurable events such as revolutions of the 

Earth and orbits around the sun, is objective, indisputable, and cannot be disrupted 

without profound alterations to the physical world. Despite physical time’s immutability, 

however, humans’ conceptions of and interactions with physical time do vary, affecting 

how time is organized, used, and valued between individuals and within societies and 

cultures (Fulmer, Crosby, & Gelfand, 2014).  

Biological time exists at the level of the organism, dictating individual life-related 

processes including respiration and heart rates, circadian rhythms, and reproductive 

cycles through chemical and electrical fluctuations. Biological time is governed by 

harmonic properties: variance does not change much regardless of the interval mean 

(Meck, 1996). Thus, biological processes will often demonstrate the same rates of 

variability when measured over days, weeks, or months. Nevertheless, despite its 

stability, biological time is malleable to some extent. As many biorhythms are 

synchronized to environmental cues, and are, consequently, often related to physical time, 

changes in the immediate environment can result in alteration or disruption of biological 

clocks (Agostino, Bussi, & Caldart, 2018). 
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Time also exists in a subjective, relative format in the mind, known as psychological 

time, that is influenced by many factors (see Individual Differences in Time Perception 

and Distortions and Illusions in Time Perception, below). Psychological time includes the 

experience of basic temporal phenomena such as stimulus order, continuity, simultaneity, 

and duration (Pöppel, 1997). These processes are interconnected, collectively facilitating 

behavioural alignment to external events and enabling us to effectively act on our 

environments (Zakay, 2014) in ways that range from coordinating movement (e.g., 

catching a ball) to making decisions (e.g., whether to continue performing a task). They 

also function quite independently of one another (Pöppel, 1997), suggesting that 

understanding time perception necessitates thorough investigation of each of its 

component parts. The current work therefore focuses on one aspect of psychological 

time–perceived duration. 

In our day-to-day lives, we often speak of the temporal experiences that comprise 

psychological time, particularly that of duration, using terms borrowed from perception 

to describe having a “sense of time,” although experiencing time differs from other 

perceptual processes in a crucial manner. In most cases, the mechanisms for perception 

are well-established. Information is collected by specialized receptors housed in the 

appropriate sense organ and ferried along prescribed pathways to associated parts of the 

brain for identification and further processing (Grondin, 2016); however, no dedicated 

sense organ for time exists. We cannot sample time’s passing directly from the outside 

world. Therefore, any experience that we have of temporal events must be a mental 

construction–an inference made from either external cues or from the neurocognitive 

processes occurring during the period of measurement (James, 1890/1983; Pöppel, 1997). 
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Whether external or internal information is used depends on the type of duration 

judgment required. According to Block (1989), Block, Grondin, and Zakay (2018), and 

Wearden (2001), for retrospective judgments (those that occur when the need to keep 

time was not known beforehand), timing seems to rely on memory for outside references 

or changes in context. For the prospective (i.e., it is known beforehand that timing is 

required) interval discrimination tasks that are presented herein, however, external cues 

are not a plausible source of temporal information, and time perception must result from 

internal sources. 

Models of Psychological Time Perception 

Numerous models have been proposed to explain the internal processes that allow 

us to perceive duration in the absence of a sensory input for time. Historically, the 

prevailing theories of timing have assumed that the brain must include a dedicated timing 

mechanism or system to collect, represent, and analyze temporal information. This 

internal clock is used for all timing functions, regardless of task or sensory modality 

(Ivery & Schlerf, 2008). These models hypothesize that there is an internal mechanism, 

generally conceptualized as a clock that produces rhythmic units that form the basis of 

interval timing functions. More recently, models proposing an intrinsic, distributed 

process wherein timing processes are inbuilt have arisen. In these models, the sense of 

time arises from the neural dynamics of stimulus processing. As neural circuits differ for 

each sensory system, timing is mode-specific. Each sensory system accomplishes timing 

functions independently. 

Given the multitude of theories for human timing, a thorough exposition of all of the 

models proposed to this point would overshadow the purpose of the present work, as it is 
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not my purpose to pit these theories against each other. Therefore, this section will 

concentrate on internal clock theories, as Scalar Expectancy Theory (Gibbon, Church, & 

Meck, 1984) is likely the dominant model in time perception research at this time 

(Wearden, 2003). In particular, the history of internal clock theories will be reviewed 

briefly (for a more thorough treatment of the history, please see Wearden, 2005), 

followed by a discussion of the properties of the internal clock and recent developments 

to theory. For accountings of other timing models, please refer to Block (1989), Ivry and 

Schlerf (2008), and Maniadakis and Trahanias (2014). 

The Internal Clock  

At least as early as James (1890/1983), explanations for how duration perception is 

achieved have focused on rhythmic units, which are aggregated to determine time’s 

passage: 

All continuous sensations are named in beats. We notice that a certain finite 

‘more’ of them is passing or already past...the sensation is the measuring 

tape, the perception the dividing engine which stamps its length. As we listen 

to a steady sound, we take it in in discrete pulses of recognition calling it 

successively ‘the same! the same! the same!’ The case stands no otherwise 

with time. (James, 1890/1983, p. 622, emphasis in original) 

One of the earliest known proposals for an internal clock arose from the biological 

sciences. Studies by Hoagland (1933), a physiologist, and his contemporaries suggested 

that body temperature modulated the rate of many rhythmic biological timing processes. 

While experiencing a fever, Hoagland’s wife reported distortions in time perception, 

prompting Hoagland (1933) to theorize that our psychological experience of duration 
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may be governed by a similar chemical mechanism. After conducting a series of 

experiments using his wife as the participant and integrating data on the association 

between timing and temperature obtained by François (1927), Hoagland proposed a 

“specific chemical clock located in the nervous system and furnishing its possessor with a 

subjective time scale” (p. 275). 

The 1960s saw Hoagland’s concept of an internal clock integrated into broader 

frameworks, such as Creelman’s (1962) counting model. The counting model, conceived 

under a signal detection framework, focused on the decision-making process for 

discriminating brief durations and proposes a number of processes that are present in 

later, more fully-developed models of time perception. Under this framework, a running 

tally of input (Creelman posited that input could be either discrete neural pulses or an 

electrochemical charge) is collected by an accumulator dubbed the duration-counting 

mechanism. This pacemaker-accumulator conceptualization comprises the internal clock. 

Arousal influences the rate or magnitude of the input, and decisions are made based on 

the sum of the input (i.e., the stimulus with the larger aggregate would be judged to last 

longer). 

At nearly the same time, Treisman (1963) proposed the first full-fledged cognitive 

model of temporal discrimination. Treisman’s model, in keeping with the development of 

cognitive theory during this time, took an information-processing approach wherein the 

workings of the internal clock and its connections with other cognitive processes were 

laid out in a serial, systematic fashion. Briefly, Treisman proposed that a pacemaker 

produces pulses, which are collected by an accumulator. A specific arousal centre 

influences the rate of pulse production; a higher (or lower) level of arousal results in the 
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pulses occurring more rapidly (or slowly). Once the to-be-timed interval has concluded, 

the pulses are tabulated by the counter. If this total is to serve as a reference duration to 

which another interval is compared, it is sent to a short-term store until the time of 

comparison. If it is to be evaluated immediately, it is sent to a comparator. The short-term 

store can also interface with long-term storage (herein dubbed the verbal selective 

mechanism), which can retrieve verbally labeled reference durations, such as one second, 

ten seconds, etc., to be sent to the comparator. Decisional processes occur in the 

comparator, and a response is selected. 

For a number of reasons, Treisman’s (1963) model failed to have much impact on 

the field at the time it was published (see Wearden, 2005, for an overview). However, an 

uncoincidentally similar proposal, the information-processing version of Scalar 

Expectancy Theory by Gibbon et al. (1984), met with wide acclaim (Scalar Expectancy 

Theory also consists of a mathematical model that is outside the scope of the current 

report; see Gibbon, 1977, for more information). Scalar Expectancy Theory proposes 

three processes for timing: a clock process, a memory process, and a decision process. A 

pacemaker produces pulses that are routed through a switch (clock process) into working 

memory (accumulator) and transferred into reference (long-term) memory (memory 

process). Finally, current working memory values and reference memory values are 

evaluated by the comparator (decision process), resulting in the generation of a response. 

The current work focuses on factors that affect the clock processes within the Scalar 

Expectancy model. 
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The Investigation and Measurement of Duration Perception 

Before continuing, it seems prudent to introduce a number of concepts and 

experimental paradigms specific to the investigation of sensory phenomena, including 

time. Historically, four primary paradigms exist for the behavioural investigation of 

duration (Allan, 1979). Participants may be asked to estimate the duration of a stimulus 

(verbal estimation), produce a target interval of a specific duration (production), 

reproduce a stimulus that was presented visually or verbally (reproduction), or judge one 

stimulus duration relative to another (method of comparison).  

Many of the studies reported herein use either a forced choice or single stimulus 

method of comparison task to examine duration perception. In a forced choice task, 

participants are presented with a fixed standard interval and a variable comparison 

interval and are required to make a discrimination between the two. The standard interval 

can be presented prior to or after the comparison interval. When the standard is always 

presented first, it is known as the reminder method, and when it is varied in each trial, it 

is known as the roving method (Block et al., 2018; Grondin, 2010).  

In a single-stimulus task, only one interval is presented for each trial, and judgments 

are made based on a previously learned reference duration. Bisection is a common variant 

of the single-stimulus method of comparison wherein anchor intervals representing the 

shortest and longest durations are presented repeatedly prior to the presentation of the full 

set of stimulus intervals to familiarize participants with these anchor points. In 

experimental trials, judgment of whether the duration of each stimulus in the full set of 

intervals is closer to the short or long anchor is then made after the presentation of each 

stimulus, resulting in a global judgment of duration. 
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The method of comparison is based in psychophysics (Grondin, 2010). Using this 

paradigm, a psychophysical function that plots the proportion of responses against the 

stimulus intensity (in this case, duration) is established. From this function, thresholds 

representing the intensity at which a stimulus is detectable or discriminable are 

calculated, quantifying how sensitive the observer is to stimulus differences. These 

thresholds, however, have long been known to be unstable, and are particularly subject to 

influence from a vast array of nonsensory factors (Green & Swets, 1966). Specifically, 

the estimated threshold can reflect not only the perceptual sensitivity but also decision 

making processes on a given set of trials. For example, one observer might require very 

little information to decide “Yes, a signal was presented,” whereas another might prefer 

significantly more evidence before making a positive decision. As a result of such 

considerations, signal detection theory was developed in the 1940s to assess sensitivity 

while taking into account potential biases caused by decision making processes (Grondin, 

2016). 

Signal detection theory is grounded in statistical decision theory and aims to address 

the problem of decisional influences on threshold values by providing separate indices of 

signal-related and decisional factors. The discrimination sensitivity index (typically, d’ or 

d-prime) provides a purer indication of sensitivity to signal differences than traditional 

threshold measurements (Green & Swets, 1966) by using both the proportion of correctly 

identified signals (hit rate) and the proportion of erroneously identified signals (false 

alarm rate), essentially taking observer-level factors into account. Thus, sensitivity 

differences in this context can be interpreted as representing an effect related to 

perceptual factors. The criterion, or bias measure (typically β or beta), quantifies the 
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extent to which response tendencies differ between conditions or individuals. Although 

the criterion captures the influence of nonsensory factors that affect response strategies 

that could not be assessed without strict experimental control using threshold methods, 

the criterion is also sensitive to distributional changes resulting from alterations in 

perceptual processing (Witt, Taylor, Sugovic, & Wixted, 2015). Thus, although criterion 

changes indicate that response tendencies have shifted, they cannot tell us whether the 

shift is because of sensory or nonsensory factors. Nevertheless, when an experimental 

manipulation has an effect on the sensitivity index but not on the criterion index, it is 

legitimate to conclude that perceptual factors account for the effect, with minimal 

decisional influences (Green & Swets, 1966).   

Individual Differences in Time Perception 

Like several other cognitive processes, such as language and visuospatial 

performance, there is some evidence that time perception may be influenced by 

individual differences. For example, a meta-analysis by Block, Hancock, and Zakay 

(2000) suggested that females tend to overestimate duration, whereas males do not, with 

mean duration judgments for females 10% higher than for males, although d = 0.03, 

which is so small as to be considered negligible (Hyde, 2005). These differences were 

moderated by a number of factors, including the paradigm used in the estimation of 

duration.  Specifically, overall sex differences were observed only for retrospective 

judgments. Although no overall effect of sex was revealed for prospective judgments, the 

effect of sex was moderated by three variables: the number of experimental trials (higher 

sex effect with more trials); the age of the participant (sex effect seen only in age 30+); 

and, the method of judgment (females overestimated relative to males for production or 
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estimation, but not for reproduction). Females also demonstrated greater inter-individual 

temporal variability than males, for both prospective and retrospective judgments, with a 

standard deviation roughly 29% higher. Despite these indications that some differences in 

estimation exist across sexes, they are generally not considered in within-subjects 

research for duration estimation because they have not been shown to affect relative 

differences across experimental conditions.  

Musicians have also been demonstrated to perform better on tasks of temporal 

discrimination than nonmusicians. Rammsayer and Altenmüller (2006) observed that 

musicians performed significantly better than nonmusicians when discriminating both 

filled (stimulus present) and unfilled (a “blank” period demarcated by beginning and 

ending markers) temporal intervals. Banai, Fisher, and Ganot (2012) also found that 

musicians have improved overall discrimination compared with nonmusicians, although 

musical training did not modulate the effects of stimulus context. Additionally, 

differences and alterations in time perception have been observed in individuals with a 

variety of neurological and psychiatric conditions, including Parkinson’s disease, 

hemispatial neglect, Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, Schizophrenia, and 

Autism Spectrum Disorder (Allman & Meck, 2012; Saj, Fuhrman, Vuilleumier, & 

Boroditsky, 2014).  

Distortions and Illusions in Time Perception 

Like other cognitive processes, psychological time must be inherently flexible and 

adaptive in order to deal with the variety of situations and task demands that we 

encounter every day. However, similarly to other perceptual processes, this flexibility can 

lead to interesting findings when temporal processes are studied in isolation, and duration 
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perception has been demonstrated to be subject to a number of distortions and illusions. 

Indeed, as described above, the internal clock is explicitly conceptualized as subject to 

biological influences such as arousal (Hoagland, 1933; Treisman, 1963; Gibbon et al., 

1984). In addition to Hoagland’s (1933) demonstration that temperature affects subjective 

duration, a number of other factors that affect the level of physiological arousal have 

since been shown to similarly influence duration judgments. It is also well-documented 

that a wide variety of other nontemporal factors can affect the perception of duration.  

Cognitive Influences on Duration Perception  

In order to facilitate effective interfacing with the environment, psychological timing 

interacts with other cognitive functions and processes (see Matthews & Meck, 2016, for an 

overview). For example, we speak colloquially of how time flies when we are engaged in 

(i.e., attending to) something enjoyable, and it has long been recognized more formally that 

attention impacts the flow of time. Mach, in 1886, stated, “When attention is strained, time 

seems long; during easy occupation, short” (as cited in James, 1890/1983, p. 635). Indeed, 

attention has been consistently demonstrated to modulate duration perception. 

Coull, Vidal, Nazarian, and Macar (2014) found that attention modulates both 

subjective duration and neural activity in the corticostriatal network. A meta-analysis by 

Block, Hancock, and Zakay (2010) examining the effect of cognitive load on duration 

judgments also found that attention demands moderated duration judgments, as did 

response demands and processing difficulty. However, no moderating effect was 

observed for familiarity, memory demands, or changes in processing type (i.e., task 

switching). Emotion has also been demonstrated to affect timing. Emotion’s ability to 

impact duration timing has been hypothesized to result from increased arousal, producing 
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a lengthening effect, or attentional capture by emotional events may shorten subjective 

time (see Droit-Volet & Meck, 2007, for an overview).  

Contextual Influences on Duration Perception  

In addition to the cognitive influences described above, a number of contextual 

factors have been demonstrated to affect temporal judgment. Some of these effects exist 

at the level of the experimental paradigm itself. For example, the order in which stimuli 

are presented affects thresholds (Bausenhart, Bratzke, & Ulrich, 2016; Grondin, 2010), 

with poorer discrimination (demonstrated by larger thresholds) when the order of 

standard and comparison stimuli vary on a trial-by-trial basis (roving method) than when 

the reminder method is employed. Although bisection tasks may temper this phenomenon 

(Grondin, 2010), trial-level context effects can still be observed. For example, the 

intervals used in a session can also affect duration perception. Specifically, there is a 

tendency to overestimate short durations and underestimate long ones, resulting in a 

regression toward the mean known as the central tendency effect or Vierordt effect 

(Bausenhart, Dyjas, & Ulrich, 2014; Bobko, Schiffman, Castino, & Chiapetta, 1977; 

Brown, 1995). 

Furthermore, a number of stimulus-level properties influence time perception. It is 

well-documented that whether or not an interval contains a stimulus affects duration 

discrimination. Filled intervals, in which a stimulus is present, are generally perceived to 

last longer than empty intervals that contain no stimulus (James, 1890/1983; Thomas & 

Brown, 1974; Thomas & Weaver, 1975; Wearden, Norton, Martin, & Montford-Bebb, 

2007), an effect known as the filled duration illusion. It is also easier to discriminate 

differences in the duration of filled intervals compared to empty intervals (Rammsayer & 
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Lima, 1991). Larger stimuli are also perceived to last longer (Xuan, Zhang, He, & Chen, 

2007), as are brighter stimuli (Sperandio et al., 2008), dynamic stimuli (Ono & 

Kawahara, 2007; Kanai, Paffen, Hogendoorn, & Verstraten, 2006; Sperandio et al., 

2008), and familiar stimuli (Witherspoon & Allan, 1985; although see Block et al., 2010). 

Sensory modality also comes into play. For example, visual signals are generally judged 

as longer than auditory signals of the same duration (Droit-Volet, Meck, & Penney, 

2007), although this effect is smaller when the two modalities are presented in separate 

blocks (Bausenhart et al., 2016).  

Stimulus repetition and expectation.  Of all the nontemporal influences on 

duration, the ones most important to the current work are repetition and expectation. 

Repetition has been demonstrated to positively affect performance (i.e., responses are 

faster and/or more accurate) for numerous tasks (Allenmark, Hsu, Roussel, & Waszak, 

2015), a phenomenon known as repetition priming. Repetition also plays a role in 

duration perception; however, rather than enhancing performance, repetition usually 

induces a systematic distortion of perceived duration for repeated stimuli (Eagleman, 

2008).  

Generally, when a stimulus is repeated, the initial presentation is typically 

experienced as having a longer duration than in subsequent presentations, or conversely, 

that the duration of the repeated stimulus is subjectively shorter. Rose and Summers 

(1995), for example, demonstrated that the first stimulus in a train of light flashes was 

perceived to be longer in duration than the intermediate stimuli by a factor of roughly 

half. This effect was robust to differences in stimulus size and contrast as well as to 

changes in the inter-stimulus interval (for some individuals, the same effect was, 
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curiously, also observed for the final stimulus of the train). In a similar vein, Tse, 

Intriligator, Rivest, and Cavanagh (2004) used a modified, behavioural version of the 

visual oddball task commonly used in imaging research to observe that when a series of 

repeated standard intervals is followed by a stimulus that is different, the duration of this 

oddball stimulus seems longer. This temporal oddball task has since been widely 

employed in research on the effects of repetition on time perception, with these results 

being well replicated (e.g., Birngruber, Schröter, & Ulrich, 2014; Eagleman & 

Pariyadath, 2009; Pariyadath & Eagleman, 2007, 2008, 2012; Schindel, Rowlands, & 

Arnold, 2011). Schindel et al. (2011) also found that this effect carries over to repetitions 

of lower stimulus intensity, and the effect scales positively with the degree of difference 

between repeated stimuli and oddballs, resulting in a greater deviance from the standard 

results in a larger oddball effect. 

Matthews (2011) demonstrated that the subjective shortening of a repeated visual 

stimulus can be elicited by as few as one stimulus repetition. Using a method of 

comparison task wherein the comparison stimulus was either the same as (repeat trial) or 

different from (novel trial) the standard stimulus, it was observed that subjective duration 

for repeat trials was significantly shorter than for novel trials. Additionally, when 

repetition was manipulated to occur both immediately and across trials, only immediate 

repetition shortened subjective duration–no difference was observed between novel trials 

and those with delayed repetition. 

Neurological Mechanisms of Temporal Repetition Effects.  Repeated exposure to a 

stimulus has been linked with decreases in both electrochemical and hemodynamic 

responses, termed repetition suppression (Desimone, 1996), in task-relevant regions of 
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the brain (Grill-Spector, Henson, & Martin, 2006; Bunzeck & Thiel, 2016). For example, 

a decreased blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) response for repeated facial 

stimuli is observed in the fusiform face area (Egner, Monti, & Summerfield, 2010). It has 

been proposed that this repetition-induced reduction in cortical activity is also responsible 

for the behavioural effects of repetition on time perception described above, with 

subjective duration corresponding to the magnitude of neural activity happening during 

the measured time frame (Eagleman & Pariyadath, 2009). Several possible causes for 

repetition suppression have been put forward (see Grill-Spector et al., 2006, for an 

overview), all of which result directly from basic mechanisms of neural information flow. 

For example, neurons may demonstrate fatigue-related pre- and/or post-synaptic changes 

after firing. Pre-synaptic neurons may release a smaller quantity of neurotransmitters for 

a short period of time (synaptic depression), or post-synaptic neurons may show reduced 

excitability in response to repeated stimulation (adaptation). Alternatively, repetition 

suppression may reflect a reduction in the number of neurons required for identification 

and representation of a stimulus on re-exposure. Essentially, neurons that are unnecessary 

for these tasks are less responsive, sharpening the response. Finally, processing may 

occur more quickly with repetition, possibly due to information about the stimulus being 

accumulated more rapidly or because of the strengthening of neural connections via 

mechanisms such as synaptic potentiation. 

On the other hand, reduced neural activity after repetition may stem from an entirely 

different source. Under the predictive coding framework, repetition suppression reflects 

top-down reductions in prediction errors associated with perceptual inference and 

learning processes as the brain seeks to match expectations with sensory input 
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(Auksztulewicz & Friston, 2016; Friston, 2005; Rao & Ballard, 1999). In this framework, 

the brain is theorized to act as a hierarchical prediction machine wherein bottom-up 

sensory input and top-down expectations based on previous experiences and contextual 

factors are iteratively compared and refined until converging on a model that minimizes 

prediction error (i.e., minimizes the difference between the predictions and the sensory 

evidence). Based on our lifetime of experiences, we have learned that when a stimulus 

has been recently encountered, the probability that it will be observed again is high. As 

such, when we encounter the stimulus again, the initial level of prediction error is lower 

because statistically, it was a predictable occurrence. It is this reduction in the number 

and magnitude of error signals that is responsible for the observed decrease in neural 

activity for repeated stimuli. Essentially, fulfilled expectations are the cause of repetition 

suppression. 

Summerfield, Trittschuh, Monti, Mesulam, and Egner (2008) implemented a test of 

whether expectation could reliably explain repetition suppression using functional 

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Participants were presented with pairs of faces, and 

the second face could be either the same face or a different face. Expectations were 

manipulated by varying the probability of repetition in a block. Repetition suppression 

was observed to occur regardless of the probability of repetition, although neural signals 

were significantly decreased for repeat trials when the probability of repetition was high 

compared to when it was low. Summerfield et al. interpreted these findings to suggest 

that expectation modulates repetition suppression in a manner consistent with theories of 

predictive coding. That is, repetition suppression cannot be explained entirely by fatigue 

or sharpening mechanisms. Although these processes could explain why repetition 
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suppression was still observed when the probability of repetition was low, alternatively, 

we may generally expect repetition based on previous experiences. Therefore, even when 

the probability of repetition is low contextually, repetition continues to be expected. The 

modulation of repetition suppression has also been replicated for voices (Andics, Gal, 

Vicsi, Rudas, & Vidnyanszky, 2013) and objects (Mayrhauser, Bergmann, Crone, & 

Kronbichler, 2014), and the same pattern has been demonstrated to be observable in an 

electroencephalography (EEG) setting (Summerfield, Wyart, Mareike Johnen, & De 

Gardelle, 2011). 

Todorovic and de Lange (2012) also found support for neural suppression from both 

bottom-up and top-down sources in a magnetoencephalography (MEG) setting. 

Participants were presented with pairs of low-, medium-, and high-pitch tones, which 

could be identical or different. On some trials, the second tone was omitted. The first tone 

was also predictive of the second tone or omission 75% of the time, thereby manipulating 

expectation. In early processing (40 - 60 ms after the onset of the second stimulus), 

repeated tones demonstrated reduced neural processing compared to nonrepeated tones, 

with no differences based on expectation, consistent with bottom-up accounts of 

repetition suppression. However, a reduction in neural activity was also observed at 100 - 

200 ms for expected tones, regardless of whether it was a repetition. Todorovic and de 

Lange termed this reduction expectation suppression. Additionally, during later 

processing stages (200 - 500 ms post-stimulus), both repetition and expectation 

suppression were observed, suggesting that these two phenomena work in concert. 

Andics et al. (2013) also examined the impact of repetition probability on cortical 

activity. For voice stimuli, repetition suppression was observed in several higher-order 
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cerebral regions, including the right posterior middle temporal gyrus and the right inferior 

frontal cortex, in blocks with high repetition probability but not in those with a low 

probability of repetition. However, a repetition enhancement effect (higher activity for 

repeated than nonrepeated stimuli) was observed in the left cingulate gyrus when the 

probability of repetition was low.  

Other studies have also reported increases, rather than decreases, in some neural 

signals for repeated stimuli. Using MEG, Recasens, Leung, Grimm, Nowak, and Escera 

(2015), for example, observed repetition suppression occurring 95 - 150 ms after onset of 

a repeated tone in a train of 3, 12, or 24 identical tones. Enhanced neural signals were 

observed later (230 - 270 ms), which was interpreted as suggesting a complementary 

process of suppression and enhancement, with enhancement possibly reflecting top-down 

feedback that expectations have been fulfilled. The study by Recasens et al., however, 

was not specifically investigating timing. In contrast, Wiener and Thompson (2015) used 

an auditory temporal bisection task in conjunction with EEG to assess the contribution of 

the contingent negative variation (CNV) signal to time perception. The CNV signal 

occurs in supplementary motor areas during the temporal window between stimulus 

presentation and response (Tecce, 1972). The amplitude of the CNV signal has been 

proposed as an index of the count of the internal clock’s accumulator (Casini & Vidal, 

2011; Macar & Vidal, 2004), with larger CNV amplitudes corresponding with longer 

perceived durations. In this context, Wiener and Thompson (2015) observed that the 

CNV signal was larger when the previous stimulus was more similar in duration, with the 

largest effect for identical (repeated) stimuli. 
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The Behavioural Interaction of Repetition and Expectation.  The behavioural 

effects of expectation on duration judgments for repeated stimuli have mirrored the 

neural findings presented above, further suggesting that expectation and repetition are 

dissociable phenomena that produce differing effects on time perception. Contextual 

factors affecting the predictability of stimulus identity have been found to modulate the 

effect of repetition in a number of studies. Pariyadath and Eagleman (2012), for example, 

used a visual oddball paradigm with rotated lines to demonstrate that expectation 

influences the degree of temporal distortion. Pariyadath and Eagleman replicated 

Schindel et al.’s (2011) observation that more deviant oddballs produced a larger effect 

on duration perception. However, Pariyadath and Eagleman also observed that the effect 

varied based on the context of the other oddballs (i.e., the same angle of rotation resulted 

in different levels of duration distortion depending on the other angles presented during 

the experiment), demonstrating that context (which affects expectation and prediction) 

moderates the oddball effect to a degree. This effect was also observed for identical 

positions in the train (i.e., the 7th position) when the potential position of the oddball was 

manipulated, again suggesting that predictability influences the magnitude of the effect. 

Cai, Eagleman, and Ma (2015) controlled participant expectations in five tasks to 

assess whether expectation was responsible for the repetition effects described above. 

The researchers varied the predictability of the final stimulus in a visual oddball task and 

found no difference between subjective duration for either an expected or unexpected 

orientation. In a sequencing task manipulating the probability that the final stimulus 

followed the previously established sequence (regular) or violated it by repeating the 

previous stimulus (irregular), expectation had no effect on regular sequences, but for the 
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irregular sequences, expectation actually lengthened the subjective duration of the 

repeated stimulus. When expectations were elicited implicitly by using overlearned 

sequences rather than by explicit manipulation of the frequency of presentation, no 

difference was observed between the expected (overlearned) sequence and sequences 

with unexpected random digits; however, sequences with repeated final digits were 

judged to be significantly shorter than the expected and unexpected types. Overall, results 

suggested that repetition reliably decreased subjective duration, but expectation did not.  

Matthews (2015) implicitly manipulated expectations of repetition by varying 

repetition probability within blocks, similarly to Eagleman (2008). Using a method-of-

comparison task, Matthews observed that repeated stimuli were judged to be shorter in 

duration than novel stimuli, but this effect was only observed when the probability of 

repetition was low. When repetition was common and, therefore, could be expected, the 

subjective shortening of duration for repeated stimuli was reduced, and in some cases, it 

was abolished or even reversed. This effect was then demonstrated to generalize across a 

variety of stimulus types (e.g., faces and abstract images) and task demands (e.g., 

comparison, classification, and reproduction tasks). 

Birngruber, Schröter, Schütt, and Ulrich (2018) examined the effect of self-

generated expectations on duration perception using a bisection task, wherein they asked 

participants to predict the upcoming stimulus’ shape or color before it appeared on 

screen. They observed a smaller bisection point for stimuli that met expectations, 

indicating that these stimuli were perceived to last longer than those that were 

unexpected. Additionally, in one experiment, participants were more sensitive to 

durational differences for the stimuli that fulfilled expectations. 
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Skylark and Gheorghiu (2017) replicated Matthews’ (2015) experimental findings 

in a paradigm using comparison durations that differed from the standard by 33 ms. 

Subjective duration for repeated faces was lengthened in the presence of high rates of 

repetition, demonstrated by an increase in the proportion of longer responses for repeat 

trials when repetition was common. No effect was observed on stimulus sensitivity (d’). 

Explaining the Interaction of Repetition and Expectation.  Matthews (2015) 

proposed that the moderating effect of expectation suggests that repetition and 

expectation produce effects on time perception that are distinct from one another and, in 

fact, produce opposite effects. Repetition contracts duration, but expectation expands it. 

Therefore, when repetition is expected, the expectation works against the repetition 

suppression induced contraction of duration and results in larger perceived durations for 

expected repetitions, compared to unexpected repetitions. 

Matthews (2015) theorized that expectation’s expansive properties result from a 

mechanism whereby the perceptual representation for expected stimuli is enhanced, 

allowing for greater information extraction and more accurate perceptual decision 

making. In turn, perceived duration is lengthened because it is a function of the strength 

of the representation (also, see Matthews & Gheorghiu, 2016, and Matthews & Meck, 

2016). This proposal, termed the processing principle (Matthews & Meck, 2016) is 

supported by neuroimaging data. Kok, Jehee, and De Lange (2012), for example, reported 

that expectation produces repetition suppression in the primary visual cortex, but it also 

improves stimulus representation in this area. Increased representation was also 

correlated with behavioural improvements for expected features that were task relevant, 

suggesting that expectation sharpens representations. 
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Although Matthews (2015) hypothesized a perceptual mechanism for the interaction 

between repetition and expectation, to date, this hypothesis has not been directly 

examined, and some of the literature examining expectations suggests that expectation 

may impact duration judgments by altering decisional criteria. For example, Summerfield 

and Egner (2009) suggested that visual expectations may leave perception unchanged but 

affect the criterion on which decisions are based. This phenomenon was recently 

demonstrated behaviourally by Bang and Rahnev (2017), who used pre- or post-stimulus 

cues that were predictive (valid or invalid) or neutral to exogenously manipulate 

participants’ expectations of the direction in which Gabor patches would be rotated from 

vertical. Observed differences in left/right rotation discrimination after pre-cuing could 

reflect alterations in either sensory processing or decision-making criteria, but post-cues 

can only affect decision making processes. Both pre- and post-cues were observed to 

affect the criterion measure in the same direction, with post-cues having a more marked 

effect. Changes in criterion can reflect shifts in either perception or decision making 

(Witt et al., 2015), but both standard and reverse-correlation analyses suggested that both 

pre- and post-cues affect discrimination in the same manner. By virtue of post-cues only 

being able to affect decision-making, Bang and Rahnev interpreted their results as 

indicating that expectation affects decisional processes, whether cues occurred prior to or 

after stimulus presentation. 

Matthews’ (2015) proposal that enhancements in the perceptual representation of 

the repeated stimulus are responsible for the (relative) expansion of duration for expected 

repeated stimuli compared to unexpectedly repeated stimuli is not testable in 

experimental paradigms employing standard psychophysical measures, as shifts in the 
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location or slope of the psychometric function cannot tell us whether the effect is due to 

perceptual or decisional factors (see the section on “The Investigation and Measurement 

of Duration Perception,” on page 10). As such, research to date has not directly tested this 

claim. Signal detection methodology, however, allows for differentiation between 

changes in stimulus discriminability and shifts in response patterns. If a criterion shift 

was observed, further investigation would still be warranted, as, in the context of a 

discrimination experiment, criterion shifts may only be interpreted as a difference in 

response tendencies with no ability to determine whether the bias is decisional or 

perceptual in nature (Witt et al., 2015). However, (again in the context of a discrimination 

paradigm), a change in discrimination sensitivity for repeated stimuli when repetition is 

expected and no effect of bias would lend ample support for a perceptual origin for the 

effect. Furthermore, changes in perceptual representation should result in differences in 

discrimination sensitivity (Dosher & Sperling, 1998). By virtue of the proposed 

correspondence between subjective duration and perceptual representation, changes in 

this index in response to temporal differences could be inferred to represent changes in 

representation. Signal detection measures, however, can only be calculated for 

discrimination tasks and when the standard and comparison intervals are objectively 

different. In Matthews’ (2015) experiments, standard and comparison intervals were the 

same, or a classification task was used. 

In order to fully elucidate the mechanisms by which expectation influences 

perceived duration for repeated stimuli, it will be necessary to empirically evaluate 

current theories, such as Matthews’ (2015). Although Matthews assumes that the effect 

arises from changes in the way expected stimuli are perceived, it would be prudent to 
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investigate this explicitly, particularly in light of the potential for expectation to operate 

on the criterion measure, as proposed by Summerfield and Egner (2009) and observed by 

Bang and Rahnev (2017). If such a criterion shift was demonstrated, any research that 

assumes the expansion of duration is perceptual would be operating under an erroneous 

assumption (and thus invalid). Thus, establishing that duration was not expanded via a 

criterion shift would provide a substantial contribution to ensuring the validity of both 

past and future work. If results support a perceptual mechanism, further investigation 

would be warranted to investigate Matthews’ proposal that that expectation operates by 

strengthening perceptual representation for the repeated stimulus. 
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CHAPTER II:  

Goals of the Present Research 

The two articles included in this dissertation were designed to investigate the 

properties and origin of the effect reported by Matthews (2015): that modulating 

expectations of repetition reduces or even reverses the typical subjective shortening of 

duration observed for repeated stimuli. The goal of Article 1 was threefold: to 

demonstrate the ability to replicate Matthews’ findings, to examine the psychophysical 

properties of the effect, and to investigate whether the effect is perceptual in nature, as 

Matthews hypothesized, or whether decisional factors might be involved. Article II 

further tested Matthews’ (2015) proposed mechanism of action for this effect. 

In Article I, McFeaters and Voyer (2019) employed Matthews’ (2015) method-of-

comparison task, in which standard and comparison stimuli were the same duration, to 

confirm replicability. In addition, participants completed a second method-of-comparison 

task differing only in that a range of comparison durations was used (method of constant 

stimuli). Utilizing a range of durations allowed a psychometric function to be fit to the 

data, which is essential for estimating the discrimination threshold, and provided the hit 

and false-alarm rates necessary to compute signal detection measures. 

In both the direct replication and the psychophysical extension task, McFeaters and 

Voyer (2019) observed that subjective duration for repeated stimuli was lengthened when 

repetition was expected, compared to when the expectation was for novelty, replicating 

Matthews’ (2015) results. In the extension task, discrimination sensitivity did differ based 

on repetition rate, and there was no evidence of a criterion shift, consistent with a 

perceptual origin for the effect (Witt, Taylor, Sugovic, & Wixted, 2015). Matthews 
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hypothesized that subjective time is positively related to the strength of the perceptual 

representation and that expectations operate on perception by strengthening the 

representation of the repeated (expected) stimulus. Furthermore, Matthews proposed that 

“factors that improve perceptual processing (i.e., those that improve the accuracy and rate 

of perceptual decision-making) will prolong apparent duration” (p. 192), a phenomenon 

later dubbed the processing principle by Matthews and Meck (2016). Thus, when 

repetition is expected, there should be both an expansion of subjective duration and a 

corresponding enhancement in performance for the repeated stimuli. However, McFeaters 

and Voyer (2019) found evidence that discrimination appeared to be more difficult when 

repetition was expected. Sensitivity was significantly poorer in the high-repetition 

condition than the low-repetition condition, and the difference threshold was significantly 

higher for the high-repetition condition, suggesting that a greater difference in stimulus 

intensity was required to discriminate between durations in the high-repetition condition 

than in the low-repetition condition. Taken together, although the effect of expectation 

appears to be perceptual, expectation does not appear to have operated by strengthening 

the perceptual representation of the repeated stimuli, in direct contrast to Matthews’ 

proposed mechanism of action. 

Article 2 further examined the processing principle’s representational explanation 

for expectation’s expansion of subjective duration (Matthews, 2015; Matthews & Meck, 

2016). Specifically, I manipulated the visual clarity of the faces used in the task. Lander, 

Bruce, and Hill (2001) reported that discrimination sensitivity was affected by the level 

of pixelation of a famous face, with lower sensitivity for faces with lower spatial 

resolution (i.e., fewer pixels). Bindemann, et al. (2013) also observed that image 
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pixelation was effective at reducing accuracy for matching of unfamiliar faces. Thus, 

image pixelation allowed me to increase visual noise and weaken perceptual 

representation for those faces that have been degraded in order to directly test the 

hypothesis that expectation strengthens representation for repeated stimuli. If stimulus 

degradation differentially affected expected novel and repeated stimuli, it would be 

evidence in favor of the processing principle. If, however, no difference was observed, it 

is likely that expectation operates via a different mechanism than the one proposed.  
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CHAPTER III: 

ARTICLE I: Expectation Expands Subjective Duration for Repeated Stimuli by 

Altering Perception 

 

McFeaters, C. D., & Voyer, D. (2019). Expectation expands subjective duration for 

repeated stimuli by altering perception. Canadian Journal of Experimental 

Psychology/Revue Canadienne de Psychologie Expérimentale, 73, 231-241. 

 

Formatted as required by the Canadian Journal of Experimental Psychology.  
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Abstract 

Repeated stimuli are generally perceived to be shorter in duration than novel stimuli. 

Matthews (2015), however, demonstrated that when repetition is predictable, 

expectations of repetition may expand subjective duration for repeated stimuli. Although 

this effect is hypothesized to be perceptual, this has yet to be empirically established. The 

present study therefore examined perceptual and decisional factors in the repetition effect 

by using psychophysical methods while varying probabilities of repetition, in addition to 

replicating Matthews’ original paradigm. Using faces with neutral expressions, sixty 

participants completed two judgment tasks, indicating whether a comparison stimulus 

was longer or shorter in duration than a standard stimulus preceding it. Comparison 

stimuli were presented for the same duration as the 500-ms standard in the replication 

task and for one of seven durations (from 200 - 1250 ms) in the crucial extension task, 

allowing for examination of sensitivity and bias. No evidence of bias was observed, but 

modulating participants’ expectations of repetition affected perception, such that 

discrimination was more difficult under high than low repetition conditions. Overall, 

participants were more likely to judge stimuli that met expectations as longer, regardless 

of whether the expectation was repetition or novelty. Implications for models of 

repetition, context effects, and time estimation are discussed. 

Keywords: time perception, repetition, expectation, context effects 

 

Public Significance Statement 

This study demonstrated that the duration of novel and repeated images is experienced  

differently when repetition is common than when it is uncommon due to changes in the 
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way time is processed. Durations for images that match circumstantial expectations (e.g., 

a repeated image when repetition is common) are more accurately judged, suggesting that 

context influences how time is perceived. This work suggests the need to account for 

context in signal detection situations (e.g., air traffic control) when events are time 

sensitive but highly repetitive. 
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Expectation Expands Subjective Duration for Repeated Stimuli by Altering Perception 

Does time tick differently for something new than for a stimulus we have come 

across recently? Recent exposure to a stimulus typically results in a shortening of 

perceived duration on re-exposure (Matthews, 2011; Matthews & Meck, 2016; Rose & 

Summers, 1995), but this effect appears to be influenced by stimulus expectations 

(Matthews, 2015). Matthews proposed a mechanism for this modulation, but it has yet to 

be evaluated empirically. The present study therefore aimed to serve as a preliminary 

evaluation of the basis for the interaction observed between stimulus repetition and 

expectation.     

Much of the research in this area has employed the oddball task, in which an 

oddball stimulus is embedded in a train of repeated stimuli (e.g., Tse et al., 2004). In this 

task, the oddball stimulus seems longer, suggesting that, in comparison, duration has been 

contracted for the repeated standards. Matthews (2011) demonstrated that this effect is 

also observable in a two-stimulus paradigm. This contraction of subjective duration has 

been linked with the attenuation of neurological signals for repeated stimuli (Desimone, 

1996). This phenomenon, known as repetition suppression, has been alternately 

hypothesized to reflect both low-level consequences of continuous perceptual 

information flow (see Grill-Spector, Henson, & Martin, 2006, for a review) and top-down 

contributions of expectation on information processing (e.g., Auksztulewicz & Friston, 

2016; Friston, 2005). Under the latter view, encountering a stimulus in a particular 

context establishes its existence and likely recurrence in that environment. Subsequent 

encounters with the same stimulus produce lower levels of initial prediction error (i.e., 
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the difference between observed and expected input), resulting in reduced neural 

responses to repeated stimuli. 

The Role of Expectation 

There is evidence, however, that repetition and expectation may actually operate 

differentially. Summerfield, Trittschuh, Monti, Mesulam, and Egner (2008), for example, 

found that repetition suppression occurred regardless of expectation, but it was greater 

when repetition was expected, suggesting that expectation modulated repetition 

suppression. This result has been well replicated (e.g., Andics, Gál, Vicsi, Rudas, & 

Vidnyánszky, 2013; Mayrhauser, Bergmann, Crone, & Kronbichler, 2014; Summerfield, 

Wyart, Mareike Johnen, & De Gardelle, 2011). Additionally, Todorovic and de Lange 

(2012) observed that expectation and repetition produced suppression under different 

circumstances and on different time scales. Furthermore, some studies have even 

documented enhancement of neural signals in response to repeated stimuli, including 

repeated durations (e.g., Wiener & Thompson, 2015), and a number of non-temporal 

variables have been shown to produce neural repetition enhancement, including attention, 

recognition, and explicit memory (see Segaert, Weber, de Lange, Petersson, & Hagoort, 

2013, for a review). Taken together, the neural evidence suggests that the effects of 

repetition and expectation are separable and that task demands may influence whether 

repetition produces neural suppression or enhancement. 

Behaviourally, there are again indications that repetition and expectation may affect 

duration judgment in different ways. In a comprehensive investigation of the roles of 

repetition and expectation, Matthews (2015) demonstrated that expectation moderates the 

degree of duration contraction for repeated stimuli. When the probability of repetition 
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was low (i.e., the expectation was for novelty), Matthews found that repeated stimuli 

were judged to be shorter in duration than novel stimuli, but when repetition was 

expected, subjective duration for the repeated stimuli was lengthened, reducing and even 

reversing the typical repetition effect. Cai, Eagleman, and Ma (2015) also conducted a 

series of experiments examining the effects of repetition and expectation on duration 

perception and observed that repetition consistently shortened perceived duration, 

whereas expectation, if anything, increased it. In the same vein, Birngruber, Schröter, 

Schütt, and Ulrich (2018) reported that stimuli conforming to participants’ self-generated 

verbal predictions of the upcoming stimulus were judged to be longer in duration than 

those that differed from these predictions, suggesting that meeting expectations prolongs 

duration. In contrast, however, some studies have found longer subjective durations for 

unexpected stimuli (e.g., Ulrich, Nitschke, & Rammsayer, 2006). It thus appears that, 

similar to the neural findings for repetition, specific task demands may determine the 

effect of expectation. 

Theoretical Accounts of the Interplay between Expectation and Repetition 

Matthews (2015) framed the interplay between repetition and expectation as one of 

opposition. Repetition produces a subjective contraction in duration consistent with low-

level repetition suppression secondary to reductions in neural signal strength. In contrast, 

expectations exert an expansive top-down influence that works against that of repetition. 

Specifically, expectation was hypothesized to act on the percept, enhancing its 

representation, which improves information extraction and perceptual decision making. 

Matthews proposed that subjective duration is a function of the strength of the percept; 
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thus, factors that boost perceptual decision-making will prolong subjective duration (also 

see Matthews & Gheorghiu, 2016; Matthews & Meck, 2016).  

A perceptual origin has been established for the temporal oddball effect 

(Birngruber, Schröter, & Ulrich, 2014), but it is not clear whether the oddball effect fully 

shares the same basis as the effect described by Matthews (2015). Specifically, although 

expectation has been hypothesized to contribute to duration contraction of the repeated 

standards in the oddball paradigm, in Matthews’ paradigm, expectation has expansive 

properties. In fact, in response to the findings of expectation expansion, the role of 

expectation in the oddball effect has been called into question (Birngruber et al., 2018). 

Bang and Rahnev (2017) also recently demonstrated that visual expectations altered 

decisional criterion, rather than perception, which had previously been hypothesized as a 

potential mechanism by Summerfield and Egner (2009). It is therefore plausible that the 

differences in implicit expectations generated through manipulation of repetition 

probability altered decision-making, rather than perception. Given the specific 

correspondence between perceptual representation (in this case, a visual representation) 

and subjective duration that Matthews (2015) proposed, it seems prudent to rule out the 

possibility that decision-making processes might account for the observed effects. 

Perceptual and Decisional Bases 

Establishing a perceptual or decisional basis for the interaction between repetition 

and expectation cannot be accomplished by relying solely on standard psychophysical 

measures, as the thresholds used to calculate these measures are known to be sensitive to 

the influence of both nonsensory and decisional factors (Green & Swets, 1966; 

Macmillan & Creelman, 2005). As a result, we cannot distinguish between a genuine 
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change in the observers’ perceptual experience, an effect of nonsensory origin (such as a 

context effect), or differences in the amount of sensory evidence required to make a 

decision. Signal detection theory, however, addresses this obstacle by providing separate 

measures of signal-related and decisional influences, the discrimination sensitivity index 

(typically, d’) and the criterion measure (typically, β), respectively.   

A criterion shift would indicate that expectation is altering response patterns, rather 

than expanding duration by strengthening perceptual representations for the expected 

repeated stimuli, although it would not allow us to distinguish between perceptual and 

response biases (Witt, Taylor, Sugovic, & Wixted, 2015). In contrast, an alteration in 

perceptual representation should result in changes in discrimination sensitivity (Dosher & 

Sperling, 1998). Therefore, in the context of the Matthews’ (2015) proposal, because 

stronger representation is hypothesized to correspond to longer subjective duration and 

changes in representation are indexed by measures of sensitivity, increases in subjective 

duration for expected repetitions should also be accompanied by differences in 

discrimination sensitivity for these items. Indeed, such a relationship between subjective 

duration and sensitivity has been observed previously. Birngruber et al. (2018), for 

example, observed matching increases for both duration and sensitivity for expected 

stimuli, although this effect was not observed consistently across experiments. Ulrich et 

al. (2006) conversely observed a decrease in sensitivity and duration for expected, relative 

to unexpected, stimuli, but the magnitude of the sensitivity effect varied across 

experiments. As such, it is reasonable to expect differences in sensitivity based on 

expectation’s influence, although predicting the direction of the effect might prove 

challenging.  
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The current study therefore aimed to investigate whether the effect reported by 

Matthews (2015) arises due to changes in discrimination sensitivity or because of a 

criterion shift. Based on Matthews’ results, we expected that trial type would interact 

with repetition condition such that the subjective duration of repeated and novel stimuli 

would vary as a function of repetition condition. We also expected that this prediction 

would hold for both a replication task, in which Matthews’ approach was reproduced, and 

an extension task using the wider range of duration necessary to evaluate discrimination 

and bias. If the expectation of stimulus repetition affects perception by strengthening the 

perceptual representation of the repeated stimulus, we should also observe a trial type by 

repetition condition interaction effect for sensitivity (A’). If, however, the effect is 

associated with changes in response criterion, this would suggest another mechanism of 

action.  

Method 

Participants 

Sixty individuals (13 male, 47 female) between the ages of 17 and 68 (M = 26.73, 

SD = 11.37) were recruited from Introductory Psychology classes and the general campus 

community at a comprehensive eastern Canadian university. Power calculations for the 

linear mixed effects models fitted in our analyses (see Statistical Analysis, below) rely on 

simulation, which requires information not readily available from previous reports of the 

effect under investigation. As such, we computed typical a priori power analysis by 

means of G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007) for a 2 by 2 repeated 

measures ANOVA. This analysis suggested that a sample size of 12 would be required to 

achieve 95% power with the effect size corresponding to the trial type by repeat condition 
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interaction (η2
p

 = .25) reported by Matthews (2015, Experiment 1), whereas 53 

participants would be required to achieve 95% power with a medium effect (f = .25). 

Therefore, our selected sample size provided ample statistical power. Participants 

received either a $15 payment or bonus course credit as compensation for their time. 

Three participants were excluded from analysis because their error rate for the attention 

check items was greater than 20% (see Replication, below), and two were removed 

because at least one of their difference thresholds could not be calculated (see Statistical 

Analyses, below), leaving a final sample of 55. 

Materials 

Stimuli for both tasks were drawn from a pool of 1195 color photographs of 

forward-facing faces with neutral expressions obtained from the following face 

databases: the Glasgow Unfamiliar Faces Database (Burton, White, & McNeill, 2010), 

the Chicago Face Database (Ma, Correll, & Wittenbrink, 2015), the Psychological Image 

Collection at Stirling (PICS; University of Stirling Psychology Department, n.d.), and the 

Tarrlab Face Database (Stimulus images courtesy of Michael J. Tarr, Center for the 

Neural Basis of Cognition and Department of Psychology, Carnegie Mellon University, 

http://www.tarrlab.org/. Funding provided by NSF award 0339122.). The collection of 

faces depicted individuals of both sexes from a wide range of ages and ethnic 

backgrounds. 

The images from each database differed in terms of size, background, the amount 

of background space, clothing, and the amount of neck and shoulder displayed. Images 

with large proportions of background area were cropped to match the amount of 

background space in other images, and the background was edited in any images not set 
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against a white background. All images were then resized to measure a uniform 300 

pixels in width; height varied according to the aspect ratio of the original/cropped images 

and ranged from approximately 225 pixels to 300 pixels. Stimuli were centrally presented 

against a white background on 17-in. LED monitors with a 60 Hz refresh rate and a 

resolution of 1024 x 764 pixels. Participants were positioned approximately 60 cm from 

the screen. Response options were presented with either a left-shorter/right-longer or left-

longer/right-shorter mapping in order to control for potential spatial stimulus-response 

effects (Vallesi, Binns, & Shallice, 2008). Stimulus presentation was controlled using 

PsychoPy2 v1.84.2 (Peirce, 2007) on computers running Windows 7 Enterprise with on-

board Intel graphics. 

Procedures 

Participants completed two tasks: a replication task designed to verify our ability to 

obtain the same pattern of results as Matthews (2015) and an extension task designed to 

assess the psychophysical properties of the observed phenomenon. Order of task 

completion, stimulus conditions, and spatial mapping of the response options were all 

counterbalanced across participants. Before beginning their first experimental task, 

participants completed six practice trials following the method described below with 

object stimuli consisting of a 500 ms presentation of the standard stimulus and one 250 

ms, one 500 ms, and one 1250 ms comparison trial of each trial type (repeat vs 

nonrepeat). 

Replication.  The replication task followed the procedures used by Matthews 

(2015, Experiment 1), with each trial consisting of the serial presentation of a standard 

stimulus lasting 500 ms, a blank interstimulus interval lasting 300 ms, and a comparison 
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stimulus with a typical duration of 500 ms (but see below). After the comparison 

stimulus, participants were asked to indicate whether it was shorter or longer in duration 

than the standard stimulus by clicking the appropriately labelled response option on 

screen. After response selection, a blank inter-trial interval of random duration (ranging 

from 880 to 1120 ms) preceded the presentation of the next trial. 

Trials were divided evenly over 6 blocks in each task. In half of the blocks, the 

image presented for the standard and comparison stimuli was the same (repeat trial) for 

75% of the trials and different (nonrepeat trials) for 25% of the trials, constituting a high 

repeat-rate condition. This proportion was reversed in the other half of the blocks (75% 

nonrepeat trials, 25% repeat trials; low repeat-rate condition). All three blocks for each 

repeat-rate were presented consecutively (as in Matthews 2015, Experiment 4a). 

For this replication task, participants completed 288 experimental trials divided into 

6 blocks of 48 trials. Within each block, comparison stimuli were randomly presented for 

either 250 ms (4 trials), 500 ms (40 trials), or 1250 ms (4 trials). Only the trials in which 

the comparison stimulus lasted 500 ms were included in the analysis, resulting in 30 

repeat trials and 90 nonrepeat trials in the low repeat-rate condition and the reverse in the 

high repeat-rate condition (90 repeat and 30 nonrepeat trials). The other 8 trials per block 

were used to check attention to the task. As mentioned earlier, any participant achieving 

an error rate greater than 20% on these items was excluded from further analysis for both 

tasks. Stimuli for this task were randomly selected without replacement from a subset of 

435 different face images from the pool described above. 

Psychophysical Extension.  The extension task also was modeled after Matthews 

(2015, Experiment 1), with the blocked format he used in his fourth experiment. Its 
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procedure and materials were the same as for the replication task, above, with the 

following changes. It consisted of 504 trials presented over 6 blocks (84 trials per block) 

and relied on the method of constant stimuli to compute the difference threshold and 

point of subjective equality (see Statistical Analyses, below, for details). In addition, in 

this task, the comparison stimulus was randomly presented for one of seven 

logarithmically-spaced durations: 200 ms, 271 ms, 368 ms, 500 ms, 679 ms, 921 ms, or 

1250 ms. A logarithmic scale was chosen on the basis that duration appears to be handled 

by a general magnitude system that also handles numerosity and distance (see Kadosh, 

Lammertyn, & Izard, 2008; Walsh, 2003), and this magnitude system, from a 

neurological perspective, appears to be logarithmically scaled (Dehaene, 2003). Each 

duration was presented 12 times per block. Thus, for each comparison duration, we had 9 

nonrepeat trials and 27 repeat trials in the high repeat-rate condition (totaling 63 

nonrepeat and 189 repeat trials) and 27 nonrepeat trials and 9 repeat trials for the low 

repeat-rate condition (totaling 189 nonrepeat trials and 63 repeat trials). Like in the 

replication task, stimuli were randomly selected without replacement from a new subset 

(760) of face images from the pool described above. None of the images used in the 

replication task were shown during the extension task. 

Statistical Analyses.  Sensitivity in stimulus discrimination (A’) and bias in 

discrimination probability (B’’D
 ) were calculated using nonparametric signal detection 

analysis (Donaldson, 1992). The hit rate corresponds to the number of longer responses 

to trials where the comparison stimulus was longer in duration than the standard and the 

false alarm rate reflects longer responses on trials where the comparison stimulus was 

actually shorter in duration than the standard. Nonparametric indices were used because 
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we expected that variance estimates might differ significantly between conditions as a 

result of the unbalanced nature of the experimental design. To provide a point of 

comparison with Matthews’ (2015) results and ensure replication, the proportion of 

longer responses were also analyzed for both the replication and extension tasks.  

Dixon (2008) recommends using a logistic linear mixed-effect analysis for 

analyzing accuracy data (such as the proportion of longer responses) within a repeated 

measures design, as using analysis of variance for this type of data can produce 

distortions in the patterns of significance, especially for interactions. Because the 

interaction between repeat-rate and trial type is the main effect of interest, the logit 

approach was chosen to ensure accuracy with respect to significance tests. For 

consistency, A’ and B’’D were also analyzed using the mixed-models approach.  

All model fitting and statistical analyses were conducted in the R environment (R 

Core Team, 2013) using the lme4 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) and phia 

(De Rosario-Martinez, 2015) packages. For all mixed effects models, repeat condition 

(RC: high repeat vs low repeat) and trial type (TT: repeat vs nonrepeat) were entered as 

independent (fixed) variables, unless otherwise specified. For each dependent variable 

(Y), models containing random intercepts for each participant  

Y ~ RC * TT + (1 | Participant)                                          (1) 

were compared with models containing random intercepts for participants plus random 

slopes for the experimental conditions and their interaction terms  

Y ~ RC * TT + (1 + RC * TT | Participant)                                  (2) 

The duration of the comparison stimulus was also included as an independent variable for 

the extension task and included in the random slope component. Only results from the 
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best fitting models, selected on the basis of deviance statistics (Bates et al., 2015), are 

reported below. For simple main effects, a Holm adjustment was used to control for 

family-wise error. Standard errors and confidence intervals were calculated for within-

subjects designs (Morey, 2008) using the Rmisc (Hope, 2013) package. 

In order to calculate evidence in favor of the perceptual and response criterion 

explanations, an approximation of the Bayes factor derived from the Bayesian 

Information Criterion (BIC) was calculated according to the method described by Song, 

Nathoo, and Masson (2017) for the psychophysical measures.  The Bayes factor is a 

statistical value that quantifies the weight of evidence in favor of one hypothesis over 

another (Wagenmakers, 2007). The Bayes factor can be approximated using the formula 

BF12  ≈ exp{(BICM2 – BICM1) / 2} where M1 and M2 represent the models being 

compared.  For additional information, see, among others, Jeffreys (1961), Kass and 

Raftery (1995), and Lee and Wagenmakers (2013).  

Finally, information on difference thresholds and the point of subjective equality 

(PSE) may be of interest to some readers. Therefore, although this was not the primary 

purpose of the present study, the difference threshold and PSE were calculated and 

analyzed. Further information about the calculation of these variables and their analyses 

is included in an Appendix. It should be noted that two participants were excluded from 

all statistical analysis because a lower threshold for their psychophysical function could 

not be calculated (see the Appendix for more information).   
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Results 

A’ and B’’D
    

No effects (main or interaction) were found for B’’D 
 (repeat condition: LR(1) = 

0.09, p = .77; trial type: LR(1) = 1.44, p = .23; interaction: LR(1) = 0.15, p = .70). See 

Figure 1 for relevant means. One might be tempted to argue that the lack of significant 

effects for B’’D 
 could reflect low statistical power. However, the estimated Bayes factor 

suggests that the data were 7.17 times more likely to occur under the null model than a 

model including an effect for trial type, which was the effect closest to statistical 

significance on B’’D. 

For A’, a main effect of repeat condition was observed, LR(1) = 4.13, p = .042. 

Sensitivity to stimulus difference was significantly higher in the low repeat condition (M 

= 0.959, SE = 0.002) than the high repeat condition (M = 0.952, SE = .003). No effect of 

trial type, LR(1) = 0.72, p = .40, was found, nor was the interaction term significant, 

LR(1) = 1.82, p = .18.  

   The dissociation in significant results that we found for A’ and B’’D is crucial to 

our examination of whether the influence of repetition on time estimation reflects 

changes in perceptual sensitivity or a criterion shift, but direct comparison across these 

dependent variables is difficult. With this in mind, we also computed estimated Bayes 

factors relevant to the significant effects reported above for A’ as a complement of 

information. For A’, the estimated Bayes factor suggested that the null model was 1.92 

times more likely than an alternative model that included an effect of repeat condition, 

although this does not provide more than weak evidence in favor of one model over the 
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other (Kass & Raftery, 1995). In contrast, the Bayes factor of 7.17 obtained in favor of 

the null model for B’’D provides positive evidence in favor of a null effect.   

Proportion of Longer Responses 

For the replication task, a repeat condition by trial type interaction, LR(1) = 31.23, 

p < .001 (Figure 2) was observed. Analysis of the simple main effects revealed that in the 

low repeat condition, mean proportion of longer responses was significantly higher for 

nonrepeat trials than for repeat trials, LR(1) = 4.82, p = .041. In the high repeat condition, 

repeat trials had a significantly higher mean proportion of longer responses than 

nonrepeat trials, LR(1) = 5.36, p = .041. There was no main effect of repeat condition, 

LR(1) = 0.86, p = .35, or trial type, LR(1) = 0.005, p = .95. 

Analysis of mean proportion of longer responses in the extension task also 

resulted in a significant repeat condition by trial type interaction, LR(1) = 11.17, p < 

.001 (Figure 3). Analysis of simple main effects revealed that mean proportion of 

longer responses was smaller for repeat trials in the low repeat condition than in the 

high repeat condition, LR(1) = 12.21, p < .001, whereas no difference was observed for 

nonrepeat trials, overall, LR(1) = 0.10, p = .75. A main effect of stimulus duration, 

LR(6) = 7793.92, p < .001, was qualified by a repeat condition by stimulus duration 

interaction, LR(6) = 17.62, p < .001. Mean proportion of longer responses for the 200 

ms duration was significantly higher in the high repeat condition than in the low repeat 

condition (Figure 4), but no other differences were found (200 ms: LR(1) = 14.00, p = 

.001; for all other durations, p > .26). There was no effect of repeat condition, LR(1) = 

1.71, p = .19, or trial type, LR(1) = 0.09, p = .76, and no interaction between trial type 
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and stimulus duration, LR(6) = 5.36, p = .50, or trial type, repeat condition, and stimulus 

duration, LR(6) = 3.06, p = .80. 

Supplemental analyses.  The data for the replication were also compared to the 

500-ms subset of the data from the extension task to assess for findings at this duration 

that may be attributable to the addition of the other comparison durations in the 

extension task. A repeat condition by trial type interaction was again observed, LR(1) = 

30.89, p < .001.  No three-way interaction was observed, however, suggesting that the 

interaction between trial type and repeat condition did not differ between the replication 

and the 500-ms subset of the extension task, LR(1) = 0.30, p = .58. Additionally, there 

was an interaction between task and repeat condition, LR(1) = 9.39, p = .002. Mean 

proportions of longer responses were significantly larger in the high repeat condition of 

the extension compared to the replication, LR(1) = 10.92, p = .002, but no differences 

were observed between tasks for the low repeat condition, LR(1) = 1.07, p = .30 (Figure 

5). No effect was observed for the interaction between task and trial type, LR(1) = 0.50, 

p = .48 or for the main effects of task, LR(1) = 2.36, p = .12, repeat condition, LR(1) = 

0.39, p = .53, or trial type, LR(1) = 0.81, p = .37. 

Effect of previous trials.  In order to refine the interpretation of his results, 

Matthews (2015) conducted a supplemental analysis to determine whether the previous 

trial type influenced subjective duration under any of the observed conditions. 

Accordingly, we also analyzed the effect of previous trial type, repeat condition, and 

current trial type on the proportion of longer responses with our data. In our replication 

task, a main effect of previous trial type, LR(1) = 9.66, p = .002, and a repeat condition 

by trial type interaction, LR(1) = 11.76, p < .001, were qualified by repeat condition by 
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trial type by previous trial type interaction, LR(1) = 11.13, p < .001 (Figure 6). No main 

effect of trial type, LR(1) = 0.0004, p = .99, or repeat condition, LR(1) = 1.01, p = .32, 

were observed, nor were the interactions of trial type and previous trial type, LR(1) = 

0.69, p = .41, or repeat condition and previous trial type, LR(1) = 0.13, p = .71, 

significant. 

Analysis of simple main effects suggested that within the low-repeat condition, trial 

type interacted with previous trial type, LR(1) = 8.17, p = .004. Mean proportion of 

longer responses was significantly higher for repeat trials following repeat trials than for 

repeat trials following nonrepeat trials, LR(1) = 11.89, p = .001, but no effect was 

observed for nonrepeat trials, LR(1) = 11.88, p = .65. Within the high repeat condition, a 

main effect of previous trial, LR(1) = 5.00, p = .025, was observed. Trials preceded by the 

same trial type (M = .47) were judged to be longer in duration than those preceded by a 

different trial type (M = .42). There was no difference in duration judgment between 

repeat and novel trials, LR(1) = 2.44, p = .12, and the interaction between current trial 

type and previous trial type was not significant, LR(1) = 2.88, p = .09. 

No effect of repeat condition, LR(1) = 0.004, p = .95, trial type, LR(1) = 0.03, p = .86, 

or previous trial type, LR(1) = 0.17, p = .68, was found for our extension task, nor were 

any of the interaction terms significant (trial type by repeat condition: LR(1) = 1.84, p = 

.17; trial type by previous trial type: LR(1) = 1.83, p = .18; repeat condition by previous 

trial type: LR(1) = 0.04, p = .85; trial type by repeat condition by previous trial type: 

LR(1) = 0.80, p = .37). 
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Discussion 

The present experiment aimed to replicate and further explore an effect reported by 

Matthews (2015) that the typically observed subjective shortening of duration for 

repeated stimuli can be modulated by participants’ expectations of repetition. Using the 

comparison task employed by Matthews in his Experiments 1 and 4a and extending it to 

include a range of durations, we were able to observe differential effects of stimulus 

repetition based on global repetition contingencies. In both our replication and 

psychophysical extension tasks, participants’ duration judgments for repeated stimuli 

depended on whether the probability of repetition was high or low. 

Matthews (2015) hypothesized that this effect is perceptual, resulting from a 

mechanism whereby enhancements in perceptual processing correspond to increases in 

subjective duration. The expectation of repetition is proposed to strengthen the percept 

for a repeated stimulus, lengthening subjective duration (also see Matthews & Gheorghiu, 

2016; Matthews & Meck, 2016). Bang and Rahnev (2017), however, recently 

demonstrated that expectation can shift decisional criteria without affecting perception, as 

Summerfield and Egner (2009) had previously proposed. The application of 

psychophysical methods in our extension tasks allowed us to conduct a preliminary 

assessment of whether expectation mitigates the effect of repetition by changing 

perceptual sensitivity or whether it induces a bias. 

Primary Findings 

Crucially, we found no evidence of a criterion shift, demonstrated by the lack of 

significant effects on B’’D and corroborated by a Bayes factor of 7.17 in favor of the null 

hypothesis. Thus, it does not appear that the observed effect has a decisional basis. 
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Conversely, there was evidence that perception was affected by the manipulation of 

repetition probability, in that sensitivity (A’) was significantly lower in the high repetition 

condition than in the low repetition condition. Taken together, our psychophysical 

findings do provide support for a perceptual origin for the expansion of subjective 

duration that was observed for expected stimuli, in agreement with Matthews’ (2015) 

hypothesis.  

We note that, although we did observe that sensitivity differed based on repetition 

condition, the difference was small, and the Bayes Factor estimate was weakly in favor of 

the null model. Even so, a review of the relevant literature suggests that expectation’s 

effects on sensitivity have been demonstrated previously, although the direction of the 

effect is inconsistent. Ulrich et al. (2006) reported that sensitivity was poorer for 

expected stimuli, in agreement with current findings. Birngruber et al. (2018) observed a 

difference in discrimination sensitivity (measured by the difference threshold) for 

expected stimuli relative to unexpected stimuli in one of two experiments, although they 

found better discrimination for expected stimuli, which contrasts with what we observed 

in the present investigation. Skylark and Gheorghiu (2017), however, observed that 

discrimination sensitivity was not affected by stimulus type, repetition probability, or the 

combination of the two when replicating Matthews’ (2015) paradigm, although caution in 

directly interpreting these results may be in order. The difference of 33 ms between 

standard and comparison stimuli employed by Skylark and Gheorghiu was far smaller 

than the difference thresholds obtained in the current experiment (which ranged from 85 

– 92 ms, see Appendix), suggesting that the difference may have been undetectable in the 

Skylark and Georghiu experiment. In fact, their reported hit rates (H: 38.9% - 48.9%) 
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were much smaller and their false alarm rates (FA: 33.9% - 43.6%) much larger than 

what were obtained in the current experiment (H: 90% - 92%; FA: 7% - 8%), further 

suggesting that participants were unable to discriminate between stimulus durations in 

the Skylark and Gheorghiu experiment.  

A perceptual origin for expectation’s influence in the current paradigm corresponds 

with findings for the oddball effect (Birngruber et al., 2014). Expectation has been 

theorized to play a part in the oddball effect by suppressing duration for repeated stimuli 

through predictive coding processes (e.g., Friston, 2005), although Birngruber et al. 

(2018) have recently questioned expectation’s role in this regard. The expansive 

properties of expectation observed in recent studies would rule out its involvement in the 

repetition contraction observed in the oddball paradigm. Nevertheless, a perceptual basis 

for both the current paradigm and the oddball effect, from which the current research 

stems to some extent, points to a mutual mechanism of action. It would, however, be hard 

to reconcile Matthews’ (2015) proposal with the well-established oddball findings. This 

difficulty, coupled with our failure to observe the interaction effect between repetition 

condition and stimulus type for sensitivity that would be predicted by Matthews’ 

hypothesis, suggests that the effect of expectation may operate through other perceptual 

means. Although expectation’s role in the oddball effect is under question, we propose 

that predictive coding may still be able to offer a common perceptual mechanism for both 

oddball effects and our current findings.    

Under predictive coding, context is a crucial factor in establishing the statistical 

regularities that allow for construction of prior expectations (Auksztulewicz & Friston, 

2016; Clark, 2013; Friston, 2005). Manipulations affecting context should result in 
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suppressed prediction error for stimuli conforming to contextual expectations, regardless 

of whether they are novel or repeats (Auksztulewicz & Friston, 2016). This phenomenon 

has been demonstrated by Richter et al. (2018) for expected objects that were not 

repetitions of the previous stimulus. Thus, the oddball effect may reflect anticipation of 

the oddball, with expectation expanding duration for that stimulus. The standards, on the 

other hand, seem shorter due to repetition.  

Predictive coding also provides a convenient framework to explain how context 

(i.e., repetition condition) reversed the effect of repetition on the proportion of longer 

responses in the current experiment, in contrast to the reduction in effect observed by 

Matthews (2015). Consistent with predictive coding’s theorized hierarchies of prediction, 

recent findings suggest that expectation operates on at least two levels neurally: a global 

level corresponding to the overall probability of encountering a stimulus given the 

context and a local level that makes predictions based on recent stimulus encounters (e.g., 

Todorovic & de Lange, 2012). Although these two levels of prediction are independent of 

one another, they do interact.  

In the current paradigm, the local level tracks the most recent stimulus 

presentations, and the global level represents the overall probability of repetition or 

novelty within a given block. In our replication task, we observed that trials matching the 

global expectation were judged similarly, regardless of local context (Figure 5). From this 

perspective, our analysis considering the nature of the previous trial revealed evidence of 

such a hierarchical effect in our data. Duration judgments for the unexpected trial type 

were affected by local context. Initial presentations of a globally unexpected trial were 

judged to be shorter than that of an expected trial, but consecutive presentation expanded 
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duration judgments for the subsequent trials. This demonstrates an updating of local 

expectations, in agreement with a hierarchical predictive coding account. Furthermore, 

the increase in subjective duration for consecutive unexpected trials resulted in mean 

duration judgments that were quite similar to those of the globally expected trials, 

suggesting that expectation exerted the same influence on subjective duration in the 

current task regardless of whether it was a local or global expectation that was met.  

By what perceptual mechanism, however, might meeting expectations translate to 

the changes in subjective duration observed here and in the oddball effect under a 

predictive coding framework? One possibility is that the degree of distortion in temporal 

processing observed may be related to the magnitude of the top-down prediction error 

signals that arise from context violation. Lateral frontal regions and the anterior cingulate 

cortex have been implicated both in time perception (Schirmer, Meck, & Penney, 2016) 

and in the establishment of contextual learning, behaviour, and cognitive control 

(Alexander & Brown, 2015, 2018; Miller & Cohen, 2001). Error signals from one source 

(e.g., contextual learning) could affect other processes relying on the same networks. As 

such, violation of perceptual inferences, rather than suppression due to perceptual 

learning, may be responsible for the duration distortion observed for repeated stimuli in 

the low repetition blocks. This mechanism could also explain the reversal found when 

repetition was expected and the effect of updating local expectations described above. It 

could also potentially account for the oddball effect if it is the oddball that is anticipated. 

It is less clear whether Matthews’ (2015) results are consistent with a relationship 

between error signals and subjective duration, although it is also not apparent that 
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Matthews’ suggestion of an enhancement of the percept for repeated stimuli can explain 

our findings. 

Overall, our results support a perceptual basis for the observed increases in 

subjective duration for expected repeated stimuli. At the same time, it is obvious that 

additional research is needed. Given that we observed subjective duration to be longer for 

any stimulus meeting local or global expectations (whether it was repeated or novel), our 

findings suggest that the perceptual enhancement for the features of a recent stimulus that 

Matthews (2015) proposed might not be broad enough to account for our results. Our 

failure to observe an interaction effect for perceptual sensitivity that would support 

Matthews’ hypothesized mechanism of action also suggests the need for continued 

investigation of the representational explanation. Further replication and examination of 

the extent of contextual influences is also warranted. Can we, for example, observe the 

same effect for other sensory modalities or for stimuli that share semantic or categorical 

relationships? It will also be important to determine with more certainty the means by 

which participants establish context, as the analysis on the effect of the previous trial 

reported both by Matthews (2015) and here suggested that it may be updated when as few 

as two trials have similar structure. Factors demonstrated to produce repetition 

enhancement, such as memory, attention, and recognition, should also be investigated for 

their potential influence in this paradigm.  

Additional Results Requiring Explanation and Exploration 

Although the discrepancy between our results and those of Matthews for the 

proportion of longer responses could be related to differences in the stimuli used, we 

believe it is unlikely, as Matthews’ results held across stimulus types, task demands, and 
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samples. Our results also evidence that the effect reported by Matthews may be reduced 

in the presence of genuine temporal differences in the stimulus intervals. It is possible, 

though, that the differences between duration intervals in our extension task were too 

large, and therefore too apparent to participants, suggesting that expectations do not 

influence time perception significantly enough to distort subjective duration for obviously 

different intervals. Rather, its impact may be limited to situations in which ambiguity is 

present. Furthermore, in the presence of uncertainty, we observed a tendency for 

participants to respond that the comparison was shorter in duration than the standard, 

regardless of stimulus type or expectation. This could indicate a global response bias for 

this type of task, as the tendency was observable in both our replication and in the 500-ms 

subset of the extension task, as well as being common in Matthews’ (2015) experiments.  

We also observed that duration judgments differed significantly between repetition 

conditions for the 200 ms interval but not for any other interval (Figure 3). In the low 

repeat condition, the difference between the comparison and standard may have been 

more obvious, making participants more likely to respond that the comparison stimulus 

was shorter in duration, and this response would have been further enhanced for repeat 

trials because of the contractive effects of repetition. When repetition was common, 

however, expectation expansion would have made the comparison appear to be more 

similar in duration to the standard for the (majority) repeat trials, resulting in a greater 

overall proportion of longer responses. Although this effect also occurs for other 

durations (e.g., see Figures 3 and 4), 200 ms might represent a “sweet spot” where the 

observed differences were maximal.  
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Conclusions 

The present experiment tested Matthews’ (2015) perceptual hypothesis of the effect 

of expectation on stimulus repetition for time estimation by including an extension of 

Matthews’ original approach in which we could examine bias (criterion) and sensitivity. 

The possibility that the observed effects are perceptual was supported by an effect of our 

manipulations on sensitivity but not on criterion. The absence of such a criterion shift 

provides preliminary validation for research that assumes that the expansion of duration is 

perceptual rather than decisional. Accordingly, our study provides a meaningful 

contribution in supporting the validity of both past and future work. Additionally, our 

findings suggest the need for more research on the perceptual mechanisms of action 

responsible for this effect.   
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Appendix 

Analysis for the point of subjective equality (PSE) and just noticeable difference 

(JND) 

Logistic curves were fit for all stimulus conditions for each participant (average 

R2 = .97; range = .59 - .99), from which PSE and JND values were extracted. The PSE is 

the duration at which participants respond longer 50% of the time, signifying that they 

perceive the duration of the comparison stimulus to be equal to that of the standard 

stimulus. The difference threshold is calculated as the difference between the durations at 

which longer responses are obtained 75% and 25% of the time, respectively, divided by 

two. The lower threshold value was not available for two participants (i.e., their lowest 

proportion of longer responses for any interval was larger than 25%). Accordingly, these 

participants were excluded from all analyses for both tasks. Psychometric functions for 

each of the four stimulus conditions are presented in Figure A1. 

Results 

Analysis of the point of subjective equality revealed a significant repeat condition 

by trial type interaction (Figure A2), LR(1) = 7.04, p = .008. The repeat trials had a 

higher mean PSE than the nonrepeat trials in the low repeat condition, and the nonrepeat 

trials had higher a mean PSE than the repeat trials in the high repeat condition, though 

these differences were not statistically significant (low repeat condition: LR(1) = 2.04, p 

= .17; high repeat condition: LR(1) = 2.97, p = .17). Analysis of the difference threshold 

produced no significant effects (repeat condition, LR(1) = 2.99, p = .08; trial type, LR(1) 

= 0.04, p = .84; repeat condition by trial type interaction, LR(1) = 1.19, p = .28). 
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Figure 1. Mean bias estimates as a function of repeat condition and trial type. Bias ranges 

from -1 to +1, with 0 reflecting no bias. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals, 

calculated for within subjects designs, per Morey (2008). 
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Figure 2. Mean proportion of longer responses as a function of repeat condition and trial 

type in the replication task. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals, calculated for within 

subjects designs, per Morey (2008). For comparison purposes, Matthews’ (2015) results 

from Experiment 4a are shown on the right. Adapted with permission from “Time 

perception: The surprising effects of surprising stimuli,” by W. J. Matthews, 2015, 

Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 144(1), pp. 172 – 197. Copyright 2015 by 

The American Psychological Association.  
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Figure 3. Mean proportion of longer responses as a function of repeat condition and trial 

type in the extension task. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals, calculated for within 

subjects designs, per Morey (2008). 
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Figure 4. Mean proportion of longer responses as a function of repeat condition and 

stimulus duration in the extension task. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals, 

calculated for within subjects designs, per Morey (2008). 
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Figure 5. Mean proportion of longer responses for the 500-ms comparison duration as a 

function of repeat condition, trial type, and task. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals, 

calculated for within subjects designs, per Morey (2008). 
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Figure 6. Mean proportion of longer responses by repeat condition, current trial type, and 

previous trial type for the replication task. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals, 

calculated for within subjects designs, per Morey (2008). 
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Figure A1. Mean proportion of longer responses as a function of repeat condition, trial 

type, and stimulus duration in the extension task. Error bars are 95% confidence 

intervals, calculated for within subjects designs, per Morey (2008). 
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Figure A2. Mean PSE as a function of repeat condition and trial type. Error bars are 95% 

confidence intervals, calculated for within subjects designs, per Morey (2008). 
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CHAPTER IV: 

ARTICLE II: Testing the Processing Principle: Expectation’s Influence on the 

Perceptual Representation of Repeated Stimuli 
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Abstract 

Expectation has been demonstrated to expand subjective duration. One proposal suggests 

that expectation expansion occurs because there is a positive relationship between 

perceived duration and the strength of a perceptual representation, and expectation 

enhances the representation for an anticipated stimulus. In order to investigate this 

hypothesized relationship between representation and duration, the current study used 

degraded and undegraded visual stimuli in a method-of-comparison task to manipulate 

representation and examine its effect on expectation expansion for repeated stimuli. In 

the task, participants judged the duration of a comparison stimulus relative to a fixed-

duration standard stimulus that preceded it. Stimulus degradation would be expected to 

weaken representation, in turn affecting the lengthening effect of expectation for repeated 

stimuli. The results showed that degradation did not influence expectation expansion for 

anticipated repetition. Results also did not differ based on which stimulus (standard or 

comparison) was degraded. These findings are in opposition to a representational 

correspondence between expectation and subjective duration. Furthermore, degraded 

trials were perceived to be longer in duration than undegraded trials, rather than shorter; 

however, participants appeared to construct an expectation for degradation, which could 

have resulted in some representational enhancement for degraded stimuli, lengthening 

their duration. It is unclear whether these enhancements could fully overcome the 

representational effects of degradation. Overall, results suggest that enhancements in 

representation may not fully account for expectation expansion and that any potential 

relationship between representation and subjective duration is far from straightforward.   
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Testing the Processing Principle: Expectation’s Influence on the Perceptual 

Representation of Repeated Stimuli 

The ability to effectively use temporal information is crucial for everyday 

functioning. In spite of time’s importance, studies have consistently demonstrated that the 

subjective experience of time is affected by a vast assortment of factors, ranging from 

physiological variables such as body temperature (Hoagland, 1933) to cognitive 

processes such as attention (Block, Hancock, & Zakay, 2010; Coull, Vidal, Nazarian, & 

Macar, 2004; Matthews & Meck, 2016). Furthermore, a wide variety of contextual 

influences can affect temporal perception. For example, temporal discrimination is better 

when a variable-duration comparison interval follows a fixed-duration standard interval 

than when the order of presentation is reversed or when it changes throughout the task 

(Bausenhart, Bratzke, & Ulrich, 2016; Grondin, 2010). A tendency for duration 

judgments to regress toward the mean of the span of intervals employed, known as the 

Vierordt effect, has also been noted (Bausenhart, Dyjas, & Ulrich, 2014; Bobko, 

Schiffman, Castino, & Chiappetta, 1977; Brown, 1995). Additionally, empty durations 

are judged to be shorter than filled durations (Thomas & Brown, 1974; Thomas & 

Weaver, 1975; Wearden, Norton, Martin, & Montford-Bebb, 2007), larger stimuli are 

perceived to last longer than smaller stimuli (Xuan, Zhang, He, & Chen, 2007), and 

auditory signals are experienced as being shorter in duration than visual signals of the 

same length (Droit-Volet, Meck, & Penney, 2007). 

Of particular importance to the current work is the effect of repetition on duration 

perception. Immediate re-exposure to a stimulus has been consistently demonstrated to 

contract subjective duration for the second presentation of that stimulus (Birngruber, 
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Schröter, & Ulrich, 2014; Eagleman & Pariyadath, 2009; Pariyadath & Eagleman, 2007, 

2008, 2012; Rose & Summers, 1995; Tse, Intriligator, Rivest, & Cavanagh, 2004; 

Schindel, Rowlands, & Arnold, 2011). This behavioural effect closely mirrors the 

neurological effect of repetition suppression, the observable decrease in neural signal for 

a repeated stimulus (Desimone, 1996), which has led to speculation that the neurological 

and behavioural effects are related (Eagleman & Pariyadath, 2009). Two competing 

explanations for repetition suppression have been presented. On the one hand, repetition 

suppression may simply be a low-level, bottom-up consequence of perceptual 

information flow, caused by the manifestation of a processes such as fatigue, neural 

tuning, or changes in the speed of synaptic communication (see Grill-Spector, Henson, 

and Martin, 2006, for a review). On the other hand, theories of predictive coding 

(Auksztulewicz & Friston, 2016; Friston, 2005; Rao & Ballard, 1999) suggest that 

repetition suppression might result from reductions in the number of neuronal error 

signals for correctly predicted stimuli. As such, repetition suppression would reflect a 

top-down effect on perception consequent to the fulfillment of expectations. 

Summerfield, Trittschuh, Monti, Mesulam, and Egner (2008) demonstrated that 

expectation does, indeed, modulate the degree of neural suppression by varying the 

probability of stimulus repetition to manipulate participant expectations in a functional 

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) task. Neural repetition suppression occurred 

regardless of expectation; however, repetition suppression was significantly greater for 

repeated trials when repetition was expected than when alternation was likely. No 

difference was observed between conditions for alternating trials. Similar results have 
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since been observed using electroencephalography (EEG; Summerfield, Wyart, Mareike 

Johnen, & De Gardelle, 2011), and the effect has been shown to generalize for objects 

(Mayrhauser, Bergmann, Crone, and Kronbichler, 2014; although see Kovács, Kaiser, 

Kaliukhovich, Vidnyánszky, and Vogels, 2013) and auditory stimuli (Andics, Gál, Vicsi, 

Rudas, & Vidnyánszky, 2013). Summerfield et al. (2008) hypothesized that the repetition 

suppression observed during low repetition blocks may reflect a general expectation for 

repetition that we have internalized from experience. However, by using 

magnetoencephalography (MEG), Todorovic and de Lange (2012) found evidence that 

both repetition and expectation attenuate neural signals for repeated stimuli, 

demonstrating a temporal dissociation between the suppressive effects of repetition and 

expectation. Repetition suppression was observed during early processing stages (i.e., 40 

- 60 ms after stimulus onset), with smaller neural signals occurring for repeated tones 

than for alternating tones, regardless of expectation. Expectation-related suppression was 

noted between 100 and 200 ms, with reduced neural activity for tones meeting 

expectations, whether the expectation was repetition or alternation. 

Furthermore, recent studies have suggested that repetition may sometimes result in 

an increase in neural signal. For example, although Andics et al. (2013) observed the 

typical repetition suppression for repeated auditory stimuli when repetition probability 

was high, a larger neural signal for repeated stimuli than alternating stimuli was observed 

in the left cingulate gyrus when repetition was uncommon, demonstrating a repetition 

enhancement effect. Recasens, Leung, Grimm, Nowak, and Escera (2015) also observed 

an enhancement effect for repeated tones in a train of identical tones, but this effect 

occurred during later processing stages (230 - 270 ms). Additionally, Wiener and 
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Thompson (2015) found evidence in a temporal bisection task that the contingent 

negative variation (CNV) signal, which has been implicated in timekeeping (Casini & 

Vidal, 2011), was larger (enhanced) for more similar durations, and largest for identical 

(i.e., repeated) stimuli. 

Behaviourally, there is also evidence that the effect of expectation and repetition 

may not be one and the same, as expectation has been shown to modulate the effect of 

repetition on time perception. Pariyadath and Eagleman (2012), for example, observed 

that in a visual oddball task, the amount of duration distortion for a 10-degree stimulus 

rotation differed across conditions depending on the other stimuli presented. The duration 

distortion for a visual oddball in the 7th position of a train of stimuli also depended on the 

possible position(s) the oddball could take, suggesting that contextual expectations can 

moderate repetition effects. Cai, Eagleman, and Ma (2015) explicitly examined the 

hypothesis that repetition effects were caused by expectation by manipulating 

expectations using visual oddballs and several types of sequences. They found an overall 

decrease in subjective duration for repeated stimuli, consistent with previous findings, but 

expectation did not affect subjective duration except for one instance: when sequence 

types contained a repeated final stimulus, expectation actually increased the subjective 

duration of said stimulus. Matthews (2015) also examined the relationship between 

repetition and expectation. By manipulating repetition probability within blocks, 

Matthews demonstrated that subjective duration was consistently contracted by repetition 

when novelty was expected (relative to the nonrepeated stimuli), but expectation 

modulated this effect. Repeated stimuli were perceived to be longer in duration when 

they were expected than when they were unexpected. This pattern of results was observed 
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for method-of-comparison, classification, and reproduction tasks using facial and abstract 

stimuli. 

Matthews (2015) suggested that repetition and expectation may produce 

functionally distinct effects on duration perception. Although immediate repetition results 

in a subjective contraction of duration for the repeated stimulus, expectation seems to 

expand it. Recent research by Birngruber, Schröter, Schütt, and Ulrich (2018) examined 

the effect of self-generated expectations on duration perception using a bisection task and 

found smaller bisection points (corresponding to a longer perceived duration) for stimuli 

that met expectations, which offers support for the notion that expectation expands 

subjective duration. Matthews accounted for these findings by proposing that expectation 

strengthens the representation of the anticipated stimulus, improving perceptual decision-

making. This hypothesis is supported by the results of Kok, Jehee, and De Lange (2012), 

who used neuroimaging to demonstrate that expectation sharpened representation for 

visual stimuli in area V1 of the primary visual cortex. Matthews further hypothesized that 

perceived duration is positively related to the strength of the neural representation. As 

such, by enhancing the percept, expectation lengthens duration. Although Matthews’ 

(2015) proposal points to a perceptual basis for expectation’s duration-expanding effects, 

Summerfield and Egner (2009) believed that visual expectations might alter decisional 

criteria, rather than affecting perception. This view was supported by Bang and Rahnev 

(2017) who recently demonstrated that exogenous manipulation of visual expectation 

using pre- and post-cues produced effects consistent with decision-making processes. 

Thus, it is possible that expectation affects duration perception by altering decisional 

criteria. 
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McFeaters and Voyer (2019) employed signal-detection analyses to investigate 

whether expectation modulated the repetition effect for time perception by affecting 

perception, as Matthews suggested, or whether the observed interaction of repetition and 

expectation reflected a shift in decisional criterion. Signal detection analyses provide 

separate measures of stimulus discriminability and response criteria. Changes in the 

criterion measure alone might reflect biased response tendencies due to either a shift in 

perceptual processes or decision-making (Witt, Taylor, Sugovic, & Wixted, 2015). 

However, changes in representation should affect discrimination sensitivity (Dosher & 

Sperling, 1998), meaning that improvements in discrimination for repeated stimuli would 

suggest a perceptual effect consistent with Matthews’ mechanism of action. McFeaters 

and Voyer observed no difference in decisional criteria based on stimulus type, repetition 

probability, or their interaction. Discrimination sensitivity was found to differ based on 

repetition probability; however, sensitivity was lower when repetition was common, 

rather than better, suggesting that it was actually more difficult to tell the difference in 

duration when repetition was common. Thus, although McFeaters and Voyer found no 

evidence to suggest a decisional basis for the effect, Matthews’ suggestion that 

expectation operates by enhancing the percept was also not supported. 

The current experiment therefore aims to further examine the suggestion that 

perceptual representation was actually weakened when repetition was common by 

explicitly manipulating the quality of the visual stimuli. According to Matthews (2015), 

“factors that improve perceptual processing...will prolong apparent duration” (p. 192). By 

degrading the images, information extraction, identification, and perceptual decision-

making should be made more difficult, reducing the strength of the percept. 
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If perceived duration is a function of the strength of the representation, degradation 

of the comparison images should reduce or eliminate the expansive effect of expectation 

on subjective duration for repeated stimuli when repetition is common. There should, 

however, be no effect for nonrepeat trials. I would also expect that the level of 

degradation would interact with repetition and expectation. As such, the strongest effect 

of expectation should be observed when repetitions are common but no degradation is 

present in the comparison image. As the level of degradation increases, however, the 

effect of expectation on repetition should decrease.  

Degrading the standard, however, might produce a different effect. Although it is 

possible that a degraded standard may reduce the similarity between repeated images, it is 

also conceivable that at a low level of degradation, the degraded standard may further 

enhance the representation of the undegraded repeated comparison stimulus, resulting in 

an enhancement of the effect of expectation on repetition. Therefore, when repetition is 

expected, presentation of a slightly degraded standard image would result in a longer 

subjective duration than simple stimulus repetition. More degraded images, however, are 

likely to result in effects similar to nonrepeat trials.  

Method 

Participants 

One hundred thirty-five individuals (73 male, 62 female) with a mean age of 28.34 

years (SD = 10.12 years) from the general campus community of the University of New 

Brunswick and from Prolific Academic were recruited to complete the experiment. Power 

analysis using G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007) suggested that a total 

sample size of 76 is required to detect a medium effect (f = .25) at 95% power for 
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uncorrelated repeated measures with one between-groups factor and three within-subjects 

measurements, and planned recruitment was 100 participants. Twelve participants failed 

to respond correctly to at least 80% of the catch trials (see Procedures, below), and their 

data were excluded from analysis. Data collection occurred online because of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. In an effort to ensure that online data collection was comparable 

with in-person collection, once the required sample size was collected, cell means for the 

dependent variable (see Statistical Analysis, below) were compared to lab-collected data 

previously obtained for this type of task, revealing striking differences. Further 

examination showed that some online participants who passed the attention check 

nevertheless responded in such a way that a significant portion of their cell means for the 

dependent variable were extreme when compared to the means typically observed for this 

type of task. For example, several participants provided the same answer for every 

experimental trial while still responding correctly to the attention checks. This 

phenomenon occurred at a significantly higher rate for the online data than for lab-

collected data. Therefore, participants who had extreme values (defined as < .20 or > .80) 

for more than 75% of their dependent variable cell means were also excluded from 

analysis (n = 24). Additional participants were then recruited to reach planned sample 

size, resulting in a final analyzed sample of 99 participants. Participants were 

compensated the equivalent of $10 CAD for their participation, and ethics approval was 

obtained from the Research Ethics Board prior to data collection. 

Materials 

Stimuli for the task consisted of 1000 forward-facing male and female faces with 

emotionally neutral expressions from the same pool used by McFeaters and Voyer 
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(2019). These faces, which encompass a broad range of ages and ethnic backgrounds, 

were drawn from the Glasgow Unfamiliar Faces Database (Burton, White, & McNeill, 

2010), the Chicago Face Database (Ma, Correll, & Wittenbrink, 2015), and the 

Psychological Image Collection at Stirling (PICS: University of Stirling Psychology 

Department, n.d.). The original images varied by database in terms of background color, 

background space, uniformity of clothing, neck and shoulder cropping, and image size. 

Images were processed to induce greater uniformity. First, any colored backgrounds were 

changed to white. Images with large backgrounds were then cropped to display similar 

amounts of background space. Finally, all images were then resized to measure a uniform 

300 pixels in width. Height varied from approximately 225 - 300 pixels, depending on the 

original/cropped aspect ratio.  

For the present task, images were further processed by pixelating them to degrade 

the image. Image pixelation has been demonstrated to effectively mitigate facial 

matching for unfamiliar faces (Bindemann, Attard, Leach, & Johnston, 2013) and to 

affect measures of discrimination sensitivity (Lander, Bruce, & Hill, 2001). Various 

studies have reported significant impairments in facial identification with less than 

approximately 15 - 18 pixels (Bachmann, 2016). In this study, degradation therefore 

occurred at 4 levels: none, low (32 pixels wide), medium (16 pixels wide), and high (8 

pixels wide).  

The experiment was programmed in PsychoPy3 (Peirce, 2007) and hosted on 

Pavlovia, an online repository for experimental studies. Data were stored on Pavlovia’s 

servers and downloaded by the principal investigator for analysis. Participants were 

required to use desktop/laptop devices for the study and were advised to use Chrome or 
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Firefox browsers. Stimuli were presented against a white background in their original 

resolution. Although monitor settings may have resulted in relative size differences 

across participants, presentation size was therefore consistent across stimuli for every 

participant. All study resources (stimuli and trial lists) are downloaded to the participant’s 

local computer prior to the start of the experimental procedure, and stimulus presentation, 

run by javascript, occurs in the participant’s web browser. By downloading resources 

prior to study commencement, stimuli are retrieved from the local disk when needed, just 

as they would be in a lab setting, and timing accuracy for stimulus presentation is 

preserved (Bridges, Pitiot, MacAskil, & Peirce, 2020). Study consent and demographic 

information were collected via Qualtrics. 

Procedures 

Participants were randomly assigned to complete a method-of-comparison task in 

either a degraded standard or degraded comparison condition, differing only in terms of 

whether it was the standard image or the comparison image that had been degraded. For 

each experimental trial, the trial format was identical to the one used by Matthews (2015, 

Experiment 4a) and McFeaters and Voyer (2019). Participants were presented with a 500 

ms standard image, a blank interstimulus interval (300 ms), and a comparison image also 

lasting 500 ms. Catch trials had comparison durations of either 250 or 1250 ms. For each 

trial, the standard and comparison stimuli were either the same (repeat trial) or different 

(nonrepeat trial). After stimulus presentation, participants indicated whether the 

comparison stimulus was longer or shorter in duration than the standard stimulus by 

clicking the appropriately labeled box on the screen. Although it is unlikely that the 

central presentation of the images induced a spatial stimulus-response compatibility, 
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response options were nonetheless presented with either a left-shorter/right-longer or left-

longer/right-shorter mapping, counterbalanced across conditions, to control for spatial 

effects. A blank inter-trial interval, randomly selected from a duration between 800 and 

1120 ms, preceded the next trial. 

Participants completed six blocks of 88 trials (for a total of 528 trials) wherein the 

probability of repetition was manipulated. Each degradation level (none, low, medium, 

and high) was presented 20 times per block, resulting in 80 experimental trials per block. 

Each block also contained eight catch trials designed to check attention to task. In half of 

the blocks, only 25% of the trials were repeat trials (75% nonrepeat), resulting in a low-

repetition condition. In the other blocks, 75% of the trials were repeat trials (25% 

nonrepeat), resulting in a high-repetition condition. 

Degree of stimulus degradation was divided proportionally among the trials in each 

condition. Thus, in each high-repetition block, there were 15 repeat trials and 5 nonrepeat 

trials for each level of stimulus degradation (totaling 45 repeat trials and 15 nonrepeat 

trials per degradation condition across blocks in the repetition condition), with the 

opposite for low-repetition blocks. All blocks in a repetition condition were presented 

consecutively (as in Matthews, 2015, Experiment 4a and McFeaters & Voyer, 2018). 

Prior to beginning the experimental task, all participants completed 24 training trials 

corresponding to one trial for each combination of stimulus type (repeat vs. nonrepeat), 

stimulus duration (250, 500, and 1250 ms), and degradation level (none, low, medium, 

and high) present in the experiment. 
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Data Analyses 

Our data were, by design, grossly unbalanced, which increases the likelihood of a 

Type I error when analysis of variance (ANOVA) is the method of analysis (Tabachnick 

& Fidell, 2013). Mixed models, however, do not require equal cell numbers, so this 

technique minimizes the possibility of Type I error resulting from differences in cell size. 

Additionally, our dependent variable (proportion of longer responses) was discrete, rather 

than continuous. Dixon (2008) recommends analyzing proportional data using logistic 

linear mixed-effects analysis, as accuracy data violate the assumptions of the linear 

model, resulting in distortion of variance components and patterns of significance, which 

is particularly problematic for interactions. Because the interaction between stimulus 

degradation, repetition condition, and trial type was the focus of the present research, the 

logit approach was therefore employed here. 

Models were fit to evaluate the effect of experimental condition (degraded standard 

vs degraded comparison), block type (high repetition vs low repetition), trial type (repeat 

vs nonrepeat), degradation level (none, low, medium, and high), and their interactions for 

proportion of longer responses. Additionally, random intercepts for the participants were 

included to take inter-individual variability into account when examining the relationship 

between degradation level, repetition condition, and trial type (Tabachnick & Fidell, 

2013). Models were additionally fit with random slopes for the within-subjects factors of 

interest (block type, trial type, and degradation level) and their interaction terms. 

Including random slopes allows for differences in effect for block type, trial type, 

degradation level, and their combinations (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013).  
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Model comparisons were carried out as recommended by Bates, Mächler, Bolker, 

and Walker (2015) and Bates, Kliegl, Vasishth, and Baayen (2015) to arrive at a 

parsimonious model. Specifically, the model was iteratively reduced from the maximal 

model (containing all random variance components described above)  

IV ~ Block Type * Trial Type * Degradation Level * Condition + 

(1 + Block Type ∗ Trial Type ∗ Degradation | Participant)            (1) 

by removing random variance components that demonstrated little to no variation. If 

model comparisons indicated no overall difference in fit between the two models, the 

smaller model was preferred. Model selection stopped when removal of a variance 

component resulted in a fit that was significantly worse than the preceding model, and 

that preceding model was selected. The best-fitting model, reported herein, was  

IV ~ Block Type * Trial Type * Degradation * Condition + 

(1 + (Degradation ∗ Trial  Type) + (Block Type ∗ Degradation) || Participant)      (2) 

Removal of additional random variance components or their interaction terms 

reduced goodness of fit significantly. Eta squared was used as an estimate of effect size 

for model fixed effects and interactions, and a Holm correction for multiple comparisons 

was applied to all analyses decomposing interaction effects. 

Results 

With regard to the prediction that stimulus degradation would reduce the effect of 

expectation on the perceived duration of repeated images, the hypothesized three-way 

interaction between block type, trial type, and degradation level was not significant, 

LR(3) = 6.29, p = .098, η2 = .06. A trial type by block type interaction, LR(1) = 12.85, p < 

.001, η2 = .13, did, however, indicate that expectation affected subjective duration for 
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repeat trials such that unexpected repeat trials were perceived to be significantly shorter 

in duration than nonrepeat trials, LR(1)0.54, p = .002, but expected repetition eliminated 

the difference in subjective duration between trial types, LR(1) = 0.50, p = .71 (Figure 1).  

Additionally, a main effect of degradation, LR(3) = 21.95, p < .001, η2 = .21, was 

qualified by an interaction between degradation and trial type, LR(3) = 24.11, p < .001, η2 

= .24 (Figure 2). Subjective duration differed significantly across levels of degradation 

for both repeat, LR(3) = 47.37, p < .001, and nonrepeat, LR(3) = 16.53, p < .001, trials. 

Pairwise multiple comparisons suggested that for nonrepeat trials, undegraded stimuli 

were judged to be significantly lower in duration than those at low (32-pixel; p = .004), 

medium (16-pixel; p = .009), or high (8-pixel; p < .001) degradation. No significant 

differences in subjective duration were observed between other levels (all p ≥ .47). For 

repeated stimuli, subjective duration was also significantly lower for undegraded stimuli 

than for low (32-pixel; p < .001), medium (16-pixel;(p < .001), or high (8-pixel; p < .001) 

levels of degradation. Stimuli degraded to 16 pixels (medium degradation) were observed 

to appear longer in duration than those degraded to 32 pixels (low degradation; p = .038). 

Stimuli degraded to 32 pixels (low degradation) had a significantly longer apparent 

duration than those with 8 pixels (high degradation; p < .001), but there was no 

difference observed between medium (16-pixel) and low (32-pixel) levels of degradation 

for repeated stimuli (p = .083). 

Finally, degradation level was found to interact with experimental condition, 

LR(3) = 9.91, p = .019, η2 = .10. Analysis of simple main effects indicated no significant 

differences between experimental conditions for any of the degradation levels (none: 

LR(1) = 0.24, p = 1.0; 32 pixels: LR(1) = 0.70, p = 1.0; 16 pixels: LR(1) = 0.005, p = 1.0; 
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8 pixels: LR(1) = 0.02, p = 1.0), suggesting that the interaction was reflective of the 

crossover observed between the 32-pixel and 16-pixel images (Figure 3) but not a 

difference in subjective duration between experimental conditions. No other effects 

reached statistical significance (all other ps > .19; see Table 1). 

Discussion 

The current experiment examined Matthews’ (2015) hypothesis that subjective 

duration is lengthened for expected repeated stimuli because expectations can enhance 

perceptual representation (Desimone, 1996; Kok, Jehee, & de Lange, 2012; de Lange, 

Heilbron, & Kok, 2018) and subjective duration is a function of perceptual strength. 

Using the method-of-comparison task employed by Matthews and by McFeaters and 

Voyer (2019), stimulus clarity was purposely manipulated by varying levels of image 

pixelation in order to weaken the percept for either the standard or the comparison 

stimulus so that the proposed relationship between perceived duration and stimulus 

representation could be investigated. If subjective duration is longer when a stronger 

representation is formed (through expectation), expected repeated stimuli should be 

perceived as longer than unexpectedly repeated stimuli for undegraded repeat trials. This 

difference should diminish when the comparison stimulus (on which the duration 

judgment is made) was subjected to increasing levels of degradation. For trials with a 

degraded standard, slight degradation of the standard for expected repetitions could 

potentially enhance the representation of the undegraded comparison image. This might 

further increase subjective duration in comparison to expected repetitions for an 

undegraded standard. Further degradation, however, should result in subjective durations 

similar to those for nonrepeat trials, which should not be affected by degradation.  
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Subjective duration for repeated stimuli was observed to be longer when 

repetition was expected, consistent with previous findings by Matthews (2015) and 

McFeaters and Voyer (2019), but degradation level did not influence this effect. 

Degradation did, however, interact with trial type, although not in the manner expected. 

In general, pixelation resulted in wholesale expansion of duration, but the effect differed 

somewhat between trial types. For repeated stimuli, increasing levels of degradation 

corresponded with significantly longer subjective durations. Surprisingly, for the 

nonrepeat trials, there was also a significant increase in subjective duration between the 

no-degradation and low-degradation (32 pixels) conditions; however, subjective duration 

did not show further lengthening with increased levels of degradation. At face value, 

these results appear to be inconsistent with an account in which subjective duration and 

the strength of the representation are related (Matthews, 2015; Matthews & Meck, 2016). 

Perhaps the most compelling evidence against the proposed relationship between 

stimulus representation and subjective duration, though, is the seemingly complete lack 

of influence of which stimulus was degraded. Because duration judgments for the task 

were always made on the comparison stimulus, which was pixelated for some but not for 

others, representation for the comparison stimulus should have been stronger in the 

degraded standard condition, leading to a longer subjective duration for the degraded 

standard condition. This was not the case. Neither the block by trial interaction nor the 

trial by degradation level interaction were affected by degradation condition, and 

although degradation condition did interact with degradation level, subjective duration 

was not significantly different across experimental conditions at any of the degradation 
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levels. The interaction simply reflected a difference in the overall pattern of the 

lengthening of subjective duration as the level of degradation increased.  

The similar perception of duration across degradation conditions raises the 

possibility that, although some interaction between the standard and comparison stimuli 

was predicted (i.e., that slightly degraded standards may further enhance representation 

for undegraded comparison images), a broader interaction effect between the stimuli 

within a trial might be responsible. The representation of degraded comparisons may 

have benefitted perceptually from the intact standards that preceded them through 

forward priming processes, similar to the effects of expectational sharpening, although it 

is difficult to reconcile such an explanation with the fact that subjective duration became 

longer with increased degradation. Alternatively, backward processes have been shown 

to affect the processing of what came before, so it might be possible for the degraded 

comparison to affect the relative duration of the intact standard. This explanation is also 

not without its challenges, though. Van Rullen and Thorpe (2001) observed that visual 

perceptual decision-making processes are completed by about 150 ms post-stimulus, and 

the 300-ms inter-stimulus interval in the current experiment would suggest that the 

reference duration for the intact standard would be stored and waiting for a decision by 

the time the degraded comparison was presented. If such a backward interactive effect 

occurred during the decisional phase, then it would be expected to manifest as a 

decisional bias. Although the current results cannot rule out effects at a decisional stage, 

McFeaters and Voyer (2019) observed no evidence of decisional effects in their task in 

which standard and comparison stimuli were always intact. Further work would be 

needed to rule out this possibility in the current study. 
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Taken together, the current results could reasonably be interpreted as evidence 

that the strength of the representation of an image is not, in itself, sufficient to expand 

subjective duration because degradation actually prolonged subjective duration. This 

expansion was observed regardless of whether the temporal judgment was made on a 

degraded comparison image. It could potentially be argued that the subjective 

lengthening of duration for trials containing degraded stimuli reflects participants’ 

treatment of these stimuli as novel (nonrepeated), in which case the experimental 

manipulation failed to achieve its’ goal, and no conclusion can be drawn as to the 

mechanism of action. Although treatment as novel could potentially explain the lack of 

difference between degradation conditions, several other nuances of the data suggest this 

is not the case. Principally, if participants had, indeed, viewed all trials with degraded 

images as nonrepeat trials, only 25% of the repeat trials in the high-repetition block 

would have been viewed as repeated (amounting to just 9 of 48 trials), and participants 

would have formed an expectation for nonrepeat trials. The significantly higher 

subjective duration for repeat trials in the high-repetition block, in comparison to the low-

repetition block, suggests participants expected repetition. Additionally, such an account 

would not explain the subjective increase in duration observed for nonrepeat degraded 

trials relative to nonrepeat undegraded trials. 

What, then, might account for the current pattern of results? One potential 

explanation for the increase in subjective duration for degraded images, relative to 

undegraded images, is that, by including both degraded and undegraded trials, the 

experimental manipulation caused participants to construct an additional level of 

expectation beyond stimulus repetition. Although all degradation levels were afforded the 
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same number of trials in each block, implicit categorization of trials in their simplest 

terms (degraded or undegraded) would result in a scenario in which 75% of the trials in a 

block contained a degraded stimulus, creating an expectation for degradation. This 

preference for simplicity on a cognitive level has been well-demonstrated in the literature 

(Feldman, 2016), and it is consistent with models of Bayesian inference (Feldman, 2009). 

To examine this suggestion further, analyses were re-run with degradation condition 

classified simply as degraded or undegraded (see Appendix), and results were suggestive 

of just such an effect. The trial type by degradation interaction that was observed 

revealed that the significant difference between trial types when stimuli are undegraded 

disappeared for those with degraded stimuli (Figure S1), consistent with expectation 

effects previously observed for repetition (Matthews, 2015; McFeaters & Voyer, 2019). 

Moreover, this effect did not result solely from an increase in subjective duration for 

repeated stimuli. Nonrepeat stimuli also demonstrated a significant increase in subjective 

duration consistent with expectation expansion.  

Despite the evidence for construction of an expectation for degradation, the 

observation of the typical repetition condition by trial type interaction implies that 

participants did not form expectations solely on the basis of degradation. Rather, it 

suggests that expectations of degradation likely existed concurrently with those of 

repetition. Although there was some suggestion that these two expectations may interact, 

the three-way interaction did not reach significance, so the results offer no further 

speculation on the relationship between these two types of expectations at this time. The 

existence of multiple, hierarchical levels of expectation is consistent with predictive 

coding theories (Aukstulowicz & Friston, 2016) and with extant literature. For example, 
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Todorovic and deLange (2012) demonstrated that, neurally, expectations operate at both 

local (recent experience) and global (environmental context) levels, and these effects are 

time-separable. McFeaters and Voyer (2019) also reported evidence of behavioural 

effects consistent with the influence of both local and global expectations on subjective 

duration. In their experiment, trials consistent with global (block-level) expectations were 

judged to be longer in duration than those that were inconsistent, regardless of the type of 

trial that preceded it. Inconsistent trial types, however, were only judged to be shorter in 

duration when they were preceded by the other trial type. Local (trial-to-trial) consistency 

resulted in expanded subjective duration for subsequent presentations of the globally 

inconsistent trials. A similar local effect was observed for repeat trials and for trials 

preceded by those with the same degradation condition (degraded/undegraded) in the 

current experiment (Figure S2; see Appendix).  

The evidence of expectation formation for degradation raises the question of 

whether duration expansion resulting from perceptual sharpening could apply to this 

level of expectation. On the one hand, it is difficult to envision how perceptual clarity 

could be boosted for an image in which the available perceptual information has 

intentionally been impoverished. Even if it was enhanced, how was representation the 

same or stronger for increasingly impoverished stimuli (as would be suggested if 

subjective duration is positively correlated with representation)? Again, it is also notable 

that it did not matter which stimulus (standard or comparison) was degraded, even though 

representation for the comparison stimulus for which the duration judgment was made 

should have been stronger in the degraded standard than the degraded comparison 

condition. Even if some perceptual priming process occurred to facilitate processing of 
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the degraded images, it is unclear whether this could overcome the perceptual differences 

between highly degraded comparisons and undegraded comparisons. This could be taken 

to suggest that expectation expansion occurred regardless of differences in perceptual 

strength, in opposition to the Processing Principle.  

On the other hand, Puri, Wojciulik, and Ranganath (2009) have demonstrated that 

category-level expectations can modulate activity in category-selective neural 

populations, even for trial-unique stimuli, suggesting that a sharpening response is 

possible at the category level. In this light, the longer durations for trials containing 

degraded stimuli could possibly reflect category-level sharpening processes, although it 

remains unclear how such a sharpening process would produce the similarly-strong 

representations for both the degraded and undegraded comparisons that are suggested by 

my results. The higher subjective duration for repeated stimuli when they are expected 

would result from the more-commonly observed feature-based sharpening processes.  

One potential difficulty with feature-based sharpening in the current paradigm, 

however, again goes back to the mechanism by which features could be enhanced for 

degraded comparison trials. Although the featural processing for facial identity that 

would be required to determine repetition can depend on spatial and configural 

information that is affected by pixelation (Bachmann, 2016), it is possible that, as a result 

of the degradation manipulation, participants attended to other perceptual features that 

allowed them to ascertain repetition. Hembrook-Short, Mock, and Briggs (2017), for 

example, recently demonstrated that attention-based sharpening of feature-based neuron 

populations in the primary visual cortex can be modulated by task relevance. Thus, since 

varying levels of repetition could conceivably suggest that repetition was a task-relevant 
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dimension in terms of attention, when reliance on the traditional features for facial 

identity was not possible, participants may have used another, more coarse feature, such 

as colour, that allowed them to determine repetition. Such a phenomenon could 

potentially explain the increase in subjective duration for nonrepeat trials containing a 

degraded stimulus, as well. To better elucidate the mechanisms influencing the current 

results, future work should determine how judgments of similarity are made on pixelated 

images to clarify whether perceptual enhancement of features not traditionally used for 

facial identification could explain the observed increases in subjective duration for repeat 

trials with degraded comparison images.  

The inadvertent establishment of an additional level of expectation as a result of 

the degradation manipulation implemented here, although interesting, could be 

considered a study limitation, as it made it difficult to directly assess the relationship 

between representation and expectation for repeated stimuli. It may be beneficial to 

present degraded trials in a blocked fashion or to employ degradation between subjects in 

the future, rather than mixing degraded and undegraded trials, in order to avoid creation 

of this hierarchical expectation. Additionally, despite evidence that degradation affects 

sensitivity and reduces available perceptual information (Bachmann, 2016), it is possible 

that representations are not affected by pixelation in the degree or manner necessary to 

affect subjective duration. Because the current study is potentially the first to attempt to 

investigate the Processing Principle by intentionally manipulating stimulus 

representation, it may be beneficial to replicate the findings using other means of image 

degradation, such as blur or masking, to ensure that the manipulation was successful in 
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its aim or to employ neuroimaging techniques to assess the neural underpinnings of these 

manipulations more directly. 

Altogether, the current experiment served as a direct investigation of the 

processing principle (Matthews, 2015; Matthews & Meck. 2016), which proposes that 

subjective duration is a function of the strength of the perceptual representation. Overall, 

results were equivocal. Longer subjective duration was observed for expected repetition 

than for unexpected repetition; however, degradation of the stimulus to purposefully 

weaken the perceptual representation was, surprisingly, not observed to affect this 

process. It also did not matter which stimulus (standard or comparison) was degraded, 

strongly suggesting that representational enhancement may not account for expectation-

related durational enhancement. At the same time, however, the evidence from the 

present experiment suggests that participants also created a second, overarching global 

expectation based on the categorical relationship between trial-level stimulus pairs 

(degraded/undegraded), and conformity to this expectation was uniformly observed to 

lengthen subjective duration, regardless of expectations for trial type (repeat or 

nonrepeat). Such categorical expectations can improve perceptual representation, as well, 

so it is possible that representational enhancements at this higher level may have 

occurred. Overall, the results raise questions regarding just how expectations are created 

in the paradigm examined here, whether there is any relationship between levels of the 

expectation hierarchy, and whether feature-relevant enhancements in representation can 

depend on different features based on participants’ interpretations of task demands.
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Figure 1. Mean proportion of longer responses as a function of block type and trial type. 

Error bars are 95% confidence intervals, calculated for within subjects designs, per 

Morey (2008). 
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Figure 2. Mean proportion of longer responses as a function of degradation level and trial 

type. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals, calculated for within subjects designs, per 

Morey (2008). 
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Figure 3. Mean proportion of longer responses as a function of degradation level and 

degradation condition. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals, calculated for within 

subjects designs, per Morey (2008). 
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Table 1. Results of GLMM for Article 2.  

Note. LR = likelihood ratio 

  

Variable LR df p 

Block type 0.33 1 .57 

Trial Type 0.0003 1 .99 

Degradation 21.95 3 < .001 

Degradation Condition 0.15 1 .70 

Block Type X Trial Type 12.85 1 < .001 

Block Type X Degradation 3.31 3 .35 

Trial Type X Degradation 24.11 3 < .001 

Block Type X Degradation Condition 1.70 1 .19 

Trial Type X Degradation Condition 0.52 1 .47 

Degradation X Degradation Condition 9.91 3 .019 

Block Type X Trial Type X Degradation 6.29 3 .098 

Block Type X Trial Type X Degradation Condition 1.49 1 .22 

Block Type X Degradation X Degradation Condition 3.88 3 .28 

Trial Type X Degradation X Degradation Condition 5.87 3 .12 

Block Type X Trial Type X Degradation X Degradation 

Condition 

2.70 3 .44 
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Appendix 

Supplemental Analyses 

Expectation of Degradation 

  To investigate the suggestion that participants created an additional level of 

expectation based on degradation, degradation levels were recoded to degraded or 

undegraded, and analyses were re-run.  

Results.  Block type interacted with trial type, LR(1) = 12.21, p < .001 , such that 

subjective duration for nonrepeat trials was significantly higher than for repeat trials 

when nonrepetition was expected, LR(1) = 16.10, p < .001, but there was no difference 

between trials when repetition was expected, LR(1) = 1.58, p = .21. In addition, a main 

effect of degradation was qualified by an interaction between degradation and trial type, 

LR(1) = 23.03, p < .001. Analysis of simple main effects suggested that subjective 

duration was significantly higher for nonrepeat trials than for repeat trials when no 

degradation was present, LR(1) = 18.20, p < .001, but no difference was observed for the 

degraded condition, LR(1) = 0.64, p = .43 (Figure S1). Alternatively, this effect also 

reflected a significantly higher subjective durations for degraded trials than for 

undegraded trials for both repeat trials, LR(1) = 39.58, p < .001, and nonrepeat trials, 

LR(1) = 13.45, p < .001. No other effects or interactions reached significance (all p values 

> .09).  

Previous Trial 

 To determine whether there was evidence of the operation of local expectations 

based on expectation, variables were created to identify the previous trial type and 
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previous degradation status (degraded/undegraded) as the same or different. These 

variables were entered as additional factors in the original analysis.  

 Results.  A main effect of previous trial type, LR(1) = 10.83, p = .001, was 

qualified by a trial type by previous trial type interaction, LR(1) = 5.05, p = .024 (Figure 

S2).  Analysis of simple main effects revealed that subjective duration was significantly 

higher for repeat trials when the prior trial was also a repeat trial, LR(1) = 15.54, p < .001, 

but subjective duration did not differ for nonrepeat trials, regardless of the preceding trial 

type, LR(1) = 0.47, p = .49.  A main effect of degradation status was also observed, LR(1) 

= 58.12,  p  < .001. Subjective duration was higher when the previous trial’s degradation 

status was the same (M = 0.41, SD = 0.66) than when it was different (M = 0.37, SD = 

0.66). No other effects reached significance (all p values > .051). 
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Figure S1. Mean proportion of longer responses as a function of degradation status and 

trial type. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals, calculated for within subjects designs, 

per Morey (2008). 
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Figure S2. Mean proportion of longer responses as a function of trial type and previous 

trial type. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals, calculated for within subjects designs, 

per Morey (2008). 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

 Two studies explored the mechanisms underlying Matthews’ (2015) observed 

lengthening of subjective duration for repeated stimuli when repetition is expected, in 

comparison to when it is not. In the first study, McFeaters and Voyer (2019) replicated 

Matthews’ work and documented the psychophysical properties of the effect over a 

broader range of comparison durations. More importantly, signal detection analyses were 

conducted in order to ascertain support for Matthews’ proposed perceptual mechanism of 

action or for a decisional effect (e.g., Bang & Rahnav, 2017; Summerfield & Egner, 

2009).  

Ostensibly, the focus of Matthews’ (2015) work concerned the experience of 

subjective duration for stimuli, which is conceptually different from the discrimination 

performance that is the focus of signal detection methodology, so a signal detection 

analysis may appear, on the surface, to be incompatible with Matthews’ work. Matthews’ 

task, however, contained an inherent discrimination component, in that participants were 

asked to say whether the comparison image seemed shorter or longer in duration than the 

standard. As an implicit discrimination task, it lends itself to signal detection analysis, 

which is better suited to disentangle sensory and decisional factors than psychophysical 

measurements (Green & Swets, 1966; Macmillan & Creelman, 2005).  Although criterion 

measures have been demonstrated to lack the purity originally intended and criterion 

shifts can result from either perceptual or decisional biases (see Witt et al., 2015), 

McFeaters and Voyer, found no evidence of bias on their criterion measure (B''D). This, 

in conjunction with a finding of differences in discrimination sensitivity, supports 
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Matthews’ hypothesis that expectation's expansive effect on duration is perceptual in 

nature.  

Matthews (2015) further proposed that expectation may lengthen subjective 

duration through a positive correspondence between subjective duration and the strength 

of the perceptual representation, and Matthews and Meck (2016) described how such a 

correspondence can apply to other effects observed in time perception, as well. 

Therefore, expected stimuli, which have been demonstrated to undergo sharpening 

processes that are hypothesized to improve their representation (de Lange et al., 2018; 

Desimone, 1996; Kok, et al., 2012), would be perceived as longer in duration. McFeaters 

& Voyer’s (2019) findings were unable to provide clear support for this mechanism of 

action. Discrimination sensitivity, which can serve as an estimate of perceptual strength 

(Dosher & Sperling, 1998), was not higher for repeated stimuli that were expected than 

for those that were unexpected, and A’ was slightly lower, on the whole, in the presence 

of high rates of repetition. Taken together, these results suggested that, at the very least, 

there was no change in representational strength, and it might have been marginally 

weaker when repetition was expected. Therefore, in order to investigate Matthews’ 

proposed mechanism of action more directly, the second study used pixelated stimuli to 

manipulate perceptual representation so that representation’s relationship with subjective 

duration could be examined. 

Matthews (2015) proposed that “factors that improve perceptual processing...will 

prolong apparent duration” (p. 192). Sensory signal strength, which would be influenced 

by the pixelation manipulation, is just one of the factors believed to contribute to percept 

strength under the Processing Principle (Matthews & Meck, 2016), along with attentional 
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and memory influences. As such, predicting that weakening the strength of the incoming 

sensory signal would directly affect subjective duration may be an oversimplification of 

the Processing Principle. The process, however, could be viewed analogously to that of 

an automobile, in which many parts and processes work together to collectively produce 

speed. Whether or not changes to the components or processes will have a notable effect 

on speed is difficult to predict because of the interplay between them. Reducing the 

available energy (gasoline) supply, though, could be reasonably expected to affect speed. 

Similarly, manipulating the information available in the stimulus could be expected to 

reduce the final strength of the percept. Although expectation may still be able to boost 

the clarity of the expected image via attention and memory processes, the difference in 

the input signal strength between the representations of the degraded and undegraded 

image would be expected to result in a less-strong final percept for degraded images 

compared to those that were undegraded. This difference in representation should, in 

turn, be evidenced by differences in subjective duration.  

Findings from the manipulation of stimulus representation (Article 2) revealed 

that degradation did not affect the relationship between repetition and expectation, 

suggesting that representational strengthening may not be responsible for expectation’s 

expansion of subjective duration. Furthermore, instead of decreasing subjective duration, 

which would be predicted based on the Processing Principle (Matthews, 2015; Matthews 

& Meck, 2016), degradation resulted in expansion of subjective duration for both 

nonrepeated and repeated stimuli, and this effect was unaffected by which trial stimulus 

(standard/comparison) was degraded. The evidence from Article 2 suggests that 

participants formed a global expectation for stimulus degradation, in addition to the 
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expectation of repetition. Puri, Wojciulik, and Ranganath (2019) demonstrated that 

representation can be enhanced at global levels such as categories, even for trial-unique 

stimuli. Therefore, although it remains unclear whether sharpening processes at this level 

of expectation could fully explain the general lack of influence of which trial stimulus 

was degraded, it is possible that sharpening processes did occur at this level. As such, 

although the relationship between expectation and repetition was not affected by 

degradation, suggesting no relationship between subjective duration and perceptual 

representation, the evidence of expectation expansion in response to expectations of 

degradation suggests that it is not possible to fully rule out such a relationship at this 

time. In order to do so, expectations of degradation need to be controlled to reduce any 

potential expectation-related sharpening processes for the degraded images (see 

Limitations).   

Taken together, the present studies inform the literature on repetition and 

expectation effects in several ways. First, they provide further evidence of expectation’s 

role as an expansive influence on duration perception (e.g., Birngruber, Schröter, Schutt, 

and Ulrich, 2018; Cai, Eagleman, & Ma, 2015; Matthews, 2015) and investigate the 

boundaries of the effect. McFeaters & Voyer (2019) replicated Matthews’ (2015) 

findings that expectations of repetition prolong subjective duration. McFeaters and Voyer 

further observed that expectation expansion, although still evident, was reduced in the 

presence of apparently different durations, suggesting that expectation does not cause 

enough distortion to override genuine temporal differences and that expectation may 

exert the greatest effect under high levels of uncertainty. The findings from Article 2 

indicated that multiple expectations can operate simultaneously on subjective duration 
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and suggested that the effect may generalize to include categorical perceptual processes, 

and this is an area for further exploration.  

In addition, McFeaters and Voyer (2019) corroborated the perceptual basis for the 

effect posited by Matthews (2015). This finding, which adds validity to research 

operating under this assumption, is in agreement with the origin of related effects such as 

the oddball effect (Birngruber, Schröter, & Ulrich, 2014). Furthermore, such 

correspondence suggests a shared mechanism of action for both effects. What is less 

clear, however, is whether the Processing Principle’s (Matthews, 2015; Matthes & Meck 

2016) proposed mechanism, by which subjective duration is functionally related to 

representational strength, is in agreement with the oddball effect. Birngruber et al. (2018) 

questioned the role of expectation in the oddball effect, which would preclude a 

mechanism based on expectational sharpening. Wehrman, Wearden, and Sowman (2018), 

however, demonstrated that positional expectation plays a role in the oddball’s 

subjectively larger duration and suggested that this expectancy effect is consistent with 

the Processing Principle.  

Article 2’s inability to offer unequivocal support for the correspondence between 

representation and subjective duration suggests that, although it is certainly possible 

(likely, even) that representational enhancements did occur, sharpening alone may be 

insufficient to explain expectation expansion. The presence of multiple, potentially 

interacting levels of expectation in Article 2 and the evidence of hierarchical effects of 

expectation based on both local and global predictions observed in the present studies 

lend themselves to a predictive coding explanation. Not only could predictive coding 

encompass any influences on subjective duration based on sharpening (Auksztulewicz & 
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Friston, 2016), it offers a plausible mechanism to explain some of the more puzzling 

results herein by taking the influence of prediction error into account.  

If the magnitude of prediction error influences the degree of temporal distortion, 

reductions in subjective duration for novel stimuli in both studies that are inconsistent 

with local or global expectations make more sense. So, too, does the increase in 

subjective duration for locally-consistent but globally-inconsistent trials. It is also 

possible that it could explain the lack of perceived temporal difference between degraded 

and undegraded comparison images in Article 2. Although the degraded comparison 

images would, even if sharpened, result in a weaker perceptual representation, their 

consistency with global expectations would result in less error signaling. Predictive 

coding also offers explanation for both the repetition suppression and the expectation 

effects observed in the oddball effect (Auksztulewicz & Friston, 2016). 

There is also a plausible mechanism of temporal influence for error signals arising 

from violations of contextual prediction. As McFeaters and Voyer (2019) point out, both 

contextual learning and temporal perception processes have been identified as recruiting 

portions of lateral frontal regions and the anterior cingulate cortex (Alexander & Brown, 

2015, 2018; Miller & Cohen, 2001; Schirmer, Meck, & Penney, 2016). It is possible that 

error signals relating to contextual learning could, in turn, influence temporal processes 

that also depend on networks in those regions. 

The inclusion of error signals into the process of temporal perception could also 

explain temporal processing in some everyday situations that would seem incompatible 

with a representational mechanism. For example, if duration perception is based on the 

strength of a perceptual representation, why does time not seem shorter in everyday low-
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light situations where it is more difficult to form an accurate percept? Clearly, much more 

work is needed to fully elucidate the role of representation in duration perception and to 

investigate the contribution of error signaling.   

Limitations 

 The failure to observe the expected interaction between block type, trial type and 

degradation condition in Article 2 raises the possibility that the chosen manipulation 

(pixelation) failed to affect representation sufficiently to alter subjective duration. 

Although multiple levels of degradation were employed in an effort to ensure sufficient 

representational impact to produce an observable effect, the exact degree of 

correspondence between representation and subjective duration is, at present, unknown. 

Because no other studies have sought to examine the relationship between subjective 

duration and perceptual representation by directly manipulating representation, it is not 

possible to say with certainty that the manipulation was effective in its aim; however, 

replication of this finding using other means of degradation (e.g., blur or masking) could 

strengthen the evidence against the proposed relationship.  

Furthermore, participants’ creation of a global expectation for degradation, which 

could also have been affected by representational enhancement (a sharpening of the 

neural population response in anticipation of the upcoming stimulus), created a potential 

confound that made it difficult to fully assess the representation-duration relationship. 

Replications should also consider employing a blocked or between-subjects design to 

mitigate the development of confounding expectations. For example, expectations of 

degradation and repetition could be manipulated in separately across blocks or 
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participants to determine the individual effects of each on the expansion of subjective 

duration.  

 It should also be noted that data for Article 2 were collected in an online 

environment, in contrast to data for Article 1. Data from the online cohort required 

additional data cleaning procedures to reduce irregularities in comparison to lab-based 

collection. It is likely that such irregularities simply reflect a lack of conscientiousness 

when participants were completing the task without supervision. Comparison with a 

small, lab-collected sample suggested few differences between (cleaned) online and in-

person samples. Further validation of the online results through replication with in-person 

samples would be prudent, but this preliminary evidence suggests that the online 

environment is a viable medium from which to obtain experimental data for time 

perception.   

Implications 

 Time perception is a wide-reaching phenomenon that has significant effects on 

our day-to-day lives, and there are many hypotheses about how experiences such as 

subjective duration are formed and influenced in the mind. These hypotheses can link 

disparate findings, inform timing models, and situate timing processes within broader 

principles of human cognition. The Processing Principle (Matthews, 2015; Matthews & 

Meck, 2016) has the potential to accomplish all of these aims, but its basic assumptions 

have not been tested empirically. The current findings provide support for the proposed 

perceptual basis for expectation expansion and are therefore consistent with the 

Processing Principle. The dearth of evidence that manipulating representations affected 
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subjective duration, however, suggests that the perceptual mechanism on which the 

Processing Principle is based may be incorrect.  
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